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Abstract

*Shrink, Cut... Dye? NAFTA and Women's Work in the Canadian Clothing Industry* is an interdisciplinary examination of the effects of North American trade liberalization on women workers in Canada's clothing sector. This thesis takes a four-pronged approach to assess the decline of Canadian clothing manufacturing under the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement (FTA) and the potential implications of the recently adopted North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). First, I present a historical sketch of women's work in the Canadian clothing industry. Second, I examine employment trends in Canadian clothing manufacturing since 1980, demonstrating that this sector embarked on a downward trajectory after the introduction of the FTA. Third, I investigate how intra-sectoral and inter-sectoral relations in clothing and textiles industries throughout North America contribute to the vulnerable status of the Canadian clothing industry under free trade. Fourth, the thesis culminates with a detailed examination of the clothing and textile provisions contained in the NAFTA text. This final analysis reveals several tangible consequences of the agreement.

The findings of this study highlight the tenuous status of the Canadian clothing industry under the NAFTA. As an outgrowth of the FTA, the NAFTA is poised to intensify the recent erosion of this important manufacturing industry since it institutes highly restrictive rules governing North American clothing trade. As such, the NAFTA endangers the status of the clothing industry as a primary industrial employer of women in Canada.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction
Many politicians and corporate leaders in North America, who subscribe to free market policies, advise that unfettered competition should be the true regulator of the global economy. In particular, liberal prescriptions suggest that eliminating all barriers to the exchange of goods and services will result in greater prosperity for all. Prior to 1988, open access to the American market was stated as the key motivation for Canadians advocating the impending Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement (FTA). For instance, prominent Canadian economist Richard Lipsey wrote:

The major concern of Canada as a small trading nation is its access to foreign markets and the FTA offers Canadian exporters enhanced access to their most important market. The U.S. offer of preferential access to their mass market has made Canada the envy of the trading world (Lipsey, 1989: 68, 74).

Such pronouncements led Canadian trade negotiators to insist that the FTA merely served to eliminate barriers to trade in goods and services between Canada and the U.S. After a tentative deal was reached, former Trade Minister Michael Wilson asserted that, "there is nothing sacrificed, nothing surrendered in that agreement and nothing will be in the future," commending the FTA in this vein (Wilson, 1988). For the most part, the debate which ensued centred on the issue of whether or not trade liberalization was beneficial for Canada.

If the FTA and the recent North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) met the goals and presumptions of free traders, critics could look to the heart of the theories they espouse—a candid debate could emerge over whether a comprehensive reduction of trade barriers is "good" or "bad" for Canada. However, to engage in debate over the FTA or the NAFTA at this level (i.e. to examine historic theories advocating free trade) is misguided: It carries with it the assumption that these agreements are truly about trade liberalization. Political rhetoric aside, neither the FTA nor the NAFTA is a "free" trade agreement. Certainly, the FTA and the NAFTA augment trade liberalization in select sectors yet, in others, they institute rules which have protectionist outcomes. Consequently, both agreements establish trade rules which produce discriminatory effects.
Facilitated by harmonized rules governing foreign direct investment (FDI), the provision of national treatment and the right of establishment, capital mobility is one key outcome of both the FTA and the NAFTA which produces a diversity of discriminatory effects. Prior to the implementation of the FTA, critics of Canada-U.S. free trade warned Canadians that the agreement served to augment capital mobility (Cohen, 1988: 143-144; Clarkson, 1988: 27; Laxer, 1986: 11-12; Watkins, 1988: 83-84). In 1988, in an article devoted to analyzing the Investment Chapter of the FTA, Mel Watkins noted:

Under the Canada-U.S. agreement, capital has virtually complete mobility...Companies trade, and prefer to do so, with as little interference as possible from governments. They also invest abroad as well as at home, and they likewise prefer that governments not impede that process (Watkins: 84).

Opponents went on to observe that free trade initiatives can effectively give corporations "universal citizenship" by entrenching trade rules which sanction capital mobility. In both the FTA and the NAFTA, while labour must remain immobile, capital mobility is virtually unimpeded. In many sectors of the Canadian economy, this has considerable consequences.

For the Canadian clothing sector, the aftermath of the FTA and the terms agreed to in the NAFTA point to the accuracy of these assertions. After the introduction of the FTA, which first instituted controversial rules governing bi-lateral clothing trade, this female-dominated industry experienced considerable decline. Consequently, women clothing workers endured both changing conditions of work and employment decline in ensuing years. Between 1988 and 1992, the clothing industry embarked on a distinctly downward trajectory, fading from the largest to the second largest manufacturing employer of women in the country. Industrial relationships, involving clothing and textile manufacturing in Canada, the U.S. and Mexico, contributed to the vulnerability of the Canadian clothing industry under the FTA. With the implementation of the NAFTA, prevailing industrial relationships also threaten to promote further instability in this industry. As an outgrowth of the FTA, the NAFTA is poised to intensify the recent erosion of clothing manufacturing in Canada. This tri-lateral
agreement institutes a set of rules governing North American clothing trade which penalize surviving Canadian clothing firms. Effectively, it endangers the status of the clothing industry as a primary manufacturing employer of women in Canada.

1. Insights from the New International Division of Labour

The analytical framework employed in this study emanates from a body of literature which contends that capitalism is entering a new stage of development marked by a new international division of labour (NIDL). In this NIDL, transnational enterprises and investors have unprecedented control over waged labourers on a global scale. Due to the increasingly transparent nature of national borders, technological innovations and institutional arrangements (such as bi-lateral and multi-lateral trade agreements), all of which foster the free flow of capital, these actors demonstrate few allegiances to countries or workers and have few remaining region-specific obligations. German Development Studies scholars, Folker Frobel, Freidrich Heinrichs and Otto Kreye were the first western scholars to begin to articulate these ideas. They coined the phrase "new international division of labour" in 1978 (Frobel, Heinrichs and Kreye, 1978: 123).

As a contemporary theoretical perspective, the NIDL has multi-disciplinary links. In International Relations, global security issues shape debate surrounding the NIDL. Concepts such as "the new world order" or "the new international economic order" emerge from this dialogue (Gilpin, 1987: 60, 275). In Political Economy and Development Studies, the focus has been the fundamental inequality of interstate relations (Sanderson, 1985: 4). In Feminist Studies, scholars look to the emergence of a NIDL in dialectical terms, as both a "gendered process" and a stage of capitalist development that has serious implications for the future of women's work (Nash, 1983; Fernandez-Kelly, 1989). Although these disciplines have different emphases, scholars who believe that we are entering a new stage of capitalist development share a common objective: The desire to combine theories of global inequality, be they gender-based, arms related or linked to class or race, with models hinging on the
nation as a single unit of analysis. They also agree that three features, which primarily benefit transnational corporations, mark the NIDL: namely, capital mobility, fragmented production and centralized decision-making.

First, in emphasizing that capital is increasingly mobile, the NIDL points to the emergence of transnationalization, which refers to the international organization of production fueled by capital investment and technological transfers. For example, in Common Fate, Common Bond, Swasti Mitter traces transnational capital mobility in the NIDL in three stages: (1) "Initial Capital Flight" (2) "Dispersal Of Production" (3) "The Capital Comes Home" (Mitter, 1986: 80-81). This conceptual framework illustrates how capital may be simultaneously active in Export Processing Zones (EPZs) in poor regions throughout the globe, while it establishes intermediate processing in middle income regions and maintains administrative structures in the country of origin. The consequences of capital mobility, reflected by such transfers, are spread along class lines throughout various sites of production where manufacturing, assembly, marketing and research take place. As June Nash and M. Patricia Fernandez-Kelly note, "the loss of a tax base from intra-firm transfers of technology or components affects industrially advanced countries as well as developing nations" (Nash and Fernandez-Kelly, 1983: 14). The present level of international capital mobility, particularly among large conglomerates, illustrates that de-industrialization in western nations and persistent labour exploitation in poorer nations evolve out of one process reliant on capital mobility, transnationalization.

Second, production is spatially dispersed in the NIDL. This permits the fragmentation of the production process to take place. For instance, in the clothing sector, fabrics may be woven in one country, dyed and cut in another and assembled in a third nation merely to be shipped back to primary markets. Notably, the lowest stratum of clothing manufacturing, where small licensed or unlicensed shops exist, is expanding internationally due to declining production standards throughout the industry and the growth of informal
economies (Fernandez-Kelly, 1989: 160). In the clothing sector, like many other goods-producing industries, production is characterized by a complex web of subcontracting chains. Hence, management is separated from direct assembly, which takes place in both the formal factory setting or in the informal sector of a country or countries.

Third, co-existing alongside the fragmentation of production is the centralization of corporate decision-making. Highly prevalent among TNCs, this type of decision-making enables high level managers, who operate out of company headquarters, to directly control the activities of branch plant facilities. Critics of the NIDL argue that the centralization of corporate decision-making serves to separate those who control the means of production from workers. This makes high-level management unaccountable to workers due to geographical distance (Mitter: 13).

Both the fragmentation of production and the centralization of corporate decision-making reinforce the power of capital. Together, these two features of the NIDL enable what economists often term "harmonization" and what development theorists call "transculturation" to take place. Each of these terms refers to a process whereby countries or regions adopt similar or identical public policies and legal standards to achieve greater economic conformity. Proponents of trade liberalization view the regional harmonization of economic standards and norms in a positive light since this facilitates both the free flow of capital and the removal of barriers to the exchange of goods and services (See for example: Lipsey and Smith, 1986). However, critics warn that harmonization, via free trade arrangements, universally imposes a western cultural model of development which serves to eradicate norms and standards unique to a particular nation, region, gender or ethnic group (Nash, 1983: 29).

1 For a thorough discussion of the emergence of informal economies see: Portes, Castells and Benzöö, 1989.
2 In the Canadian context, Lipsey and Smith interpret harmonization quite succinctly: "We understand harmonization to mean to "force Canadian policies to become more similar to, or in the limit become identical with, U.S. policies in the same area" (Lipsey and Smith, 1986: 1).
II. Women and the NIDL

Distinct from eased capital mobility, fragmented production and centralized corporate decision-making, gender is also a key variable in the reallocation of production on an international scale. Frobel, Heinrichs and Kreye established this when they observed that women in industrializing nations,

have to sell their labour power at the lowest possible price because under the conditions of underdevelopment women have even less possibility than men to change their living conditions: or, to put it more bluntly, they have fewer possibilities of guaranteeing their day to day physical survival (Frobel, Heinrichs and Kreye: 347).

The availability of vast numbers of women seeking waged work in industrializing nations, as well as eased capital mobility and the provision of centralized decision-making, initially led TNCs to locate various stages of production in these regions.

With the success of TNCs in industrializing nations, over a decade after Frobel, Heinrichs and Kreye first examined the situation of women workers in branch plant factories, the variable of gender also influences conditions of work in industrialized countries. In acknowledging similarities between the gendered nature of de-industrialization in the north and labour exploitation in the south, Swasti Mitter notes:

The pattern of this restructuring [of the north] is showing itself to be very similar to that seen in many Third World countries in the last decades; and, once more, as in the Third World, the pattern involves a vital role for women (Mitter: 80).

M. Patricia Fernandez-Kelly takes this point further to emphasize that manufacturers have a tendency to draw on the most marginalized groups of workers in society. In referring to immigrant women, she notes: "Investors choose to move operations to less developed regions.

---

3 I intentionally use the term gender to reflect upon the socially imposed division of the sexes. In governing our social realities as women, 'social controls limit our choices from the moment of birth and affect the range of our individual autonomy and self-expression' (Hunter College Women's Studies Collective, 1983: 178). For the purposes of this study I work from the knowledge that gender is not an isolated category. Rather, it interacts with constructions of race, nationality and region.

4 In this study, I draw on the definition the ILGWU assigns to the term immigrant. They indicate that 'the notion of immigrate mainly refers to the common experience of attempting to enter the labour force at
for strategic reasons similar to those that lead them to employ immigrants in their home
countries; the two are countervailing options" (Fernandez-Kelly, 1989: 152). The accuracy of
her claim is highlighted by trends in clothing production in North America. For example, in
Mexico, women clothing workers in export processing zones (EPZs) tend to be migrant
workers, many of whom are young single mothers (Fernandez-Kelly, 1983: 107; Tiano, 1987:
92). And, in Canada, the majority of women workers in this industry are first generation
Canadians (Gannage, 1988: 396; Ochran et al, 1993: 8). Under the NIDL, large corporations
operate production facilities, or engage contractors, in disparate ports along similar
principles. The growing availability of unemployed and under-employed women in the north,
as well as the south, makes fragmented production a viable option for most firms.

*Canadian Women and the NIDL: The Impact of Free Trade*

Depending upon the region or nation in question, a variety of public policy
mechanisms arise out of the NIDL. Among public policies designed to facilitate a shift in
international production are bi-lateral and multi-lateral trade agreements. In Canada, the first
initiative of this sort was the FTA. As a result of this agreement, a growing number of
Canadian women joined the global ranks of unemployed and underemployed women workers.
Rather than attempting to present an exhaustive list of the impacts of free trade for Canadian
women, for the purpose of this study, I will describe two phenomena which illustrate that
Canadian women's experiences under the FTA reflect the gendered nature of global
restructuring.

First, trade-sensitive Canadian manufacturing industries where women workers are
concentrated declined after the implementation of the FTA. Canadian clothing and textiles
industries were among the most devastated manufacturing industries between 1988 and 1992,
largely due to plant relocation and the reallocation of production. This outcome is not
surprising given that *The Royal Commission On The Economic Union And Development*

one time as an immigrant, and being treated as 'marginal' or 'foreign' on an ongoing basis" (ILGWU and
Women and Work Research and Education Society, 1993: iv).
Prospects For Canada, as well as vocal proponents of the FTA, acknowledged that some trade-sensitive industries would suffer as a result of free trade (Royal Commission on the Economic Union and Development Prospects for Canada, 1985: 345; Economic Council of Canada, 1983: 122). However, advocates of the FTA view this as a minor trade-off, claiming these trade-sensitive sectors were "sunset industries" prior to the introduction of the FTA. For instance, economist Katie MacMillan states that: "An argument can be made that Canada is ill-suited to certain types of industrial endeavours, specifically those that depend on poorly paid, low skilled workers" (Macmillan, 1987: 18). Lipsey and Smith add that "at worst, trade liberalization with the United States might accelerate the decline of these industries," displaying little regret over the potential loss of industries which contribute to the diversity of Canada's industrial base (Lipsey and Smith, 1985: 110-111). While such assertions permeate pro-free trade scholarship, rarely do authors acknowledge that women workers are concentrated in these industries or question the gender-related factors contributing to why workers in these sectors are classified "unskilled" and earn low wages.

Second, large numbers of Canadian women workers turned to "flexible" forms of work under the FTA due to rising competition in industries with declining labour standards. With fewer occupational opportunities in unionized factories and a burgeoning Canadian service sector, women are engaging in a variety of non-standard forms of work ranging from formal part-time work to various forms of contract work, many of which operate on the margins of the informal economy. Among the growing number of women workers in non-standard occupations are homeworkers, live-in domestic workers, farm workers and home-based data processors and telecommunications workers. In most instances, these workers are unable to unionize since they are classified as independent contractors. Also, no provincial Employment Standards Act fully covers them. In the British Columbian Employment Standards Act, for example, non-standard workers are exempt from provisions dealing with maximum hours of work, vacation pay, sick leave, bereavement leave and political leave despite the continued lobbying efforts of community groups and organized

Age is also a key variable in determining the degree to which Canadian women are turning to "flexible" forms of work under the FTA. In a recent study of the implications of economic restructuring for Canadian women, Marjorie Griffin Cohen found that women aged fifteen to twenty-four are increasingly likely to engage in part-time work. In assessing declining full-time employment opportunities for women in this age category, she notes that, "[t]he growth of non-standard work for young women has been fairly dramatic, so that in 1991 over 43% of all young women in the labour force did not have full-time jobs" (Cohen, 1992: 16). In part, this statistic reflects the tenuous status of major manufacturing employers of women who normally engaged workers on a full-time basis. Between 1988 and 1992, women aged fifteen to twenty-four employed in the clothing, food and beverage, printing and publishing and textile industries experienced severe employment decline. In 1992, the printing and publishing industry employed the highest percentage of young women among these four manufacturing industries (14.2%), while the textile industry employed the lowest percentage of women in this age group (6.8%). The decline of employment in these four manufacturing industries under the FTA is one crucial factor contributing to the growing percentage of young Canadian women engaged in part-time work. This issue will be dealt with thoroughly in subsequent chapters.

The FTA represents a typical regional response to growing international competition provoked by global restructuring. Its effects on women emphasize the gendered nature of public policies designed to strengthen the NIDL. From a domestic perspective, the decline of industries where women workers predominate and the proliferation of "flexible" forms of work for women illustrate that the FTA has distinct implications for women workers in Canada. Among these implications are reductions in labour standards and benefits for women engaged in contract work and fewer full-time job opportunities for young women. Contrary to assertions made by Macmillan, Lipsey and Smith, the FTA did not eliminate low wage, low
skilled Canadian jobs. Rather, it induced greater export competition under which non-standard forms of work arose in Canada. From a global perspective, the experience of Canadian women workers under free trade conforms with the pattern of restructuring intitated by TNCs in industrializing nations. The dispersal of production worldwide, as well as the fragmentation of production within nations, forces women workers to endure changing conditions of work in traditional vocations and to increasingly engage in less desirable forms of work.

III. The NAFTA and the NIDL

As an extension of the FTA, the NAFTA is an outgrowth of the new stage of capitalist development ushered in by the NIDL. It is a macroeconomic initiative designed to facilitate capital mobility, the fragmentation of production and the centralization of corporate decision-making on a North American scale. By adjusting tariff barriers, the NAFTA will improve upon current conditions for intra-firm transfers between branch plant facilities and headquarters of TNCs. International conglomerates will no longer be forced, via binding trade legislation, to engage in a minimal amount of production in the national market which they target. Instead, a significant amount of North American production will be required if goods are to be exported duty-free throughout the Canadian, American and Mexican markets (North American Free Trade Agreement, Chapter 4: Rules of Origin). Thus, with the implementation of the agreement, in sectors where it is profitable, the fragmentation of North American production will ensue without undermining centralized corporate decision-making.

Clothing Production under the NAFTA

As an industry in which women workers predominate and one where the fragmentation of production is increasingly marked, the North American clothing industry is an important sector to examine, in the context of NIDL, within the NAFTA. The NAFTA initiates new regulations governing clothing trade in Canada, the U.S. and Mexico, many of which reflect the NIDL. These rules respond to corporate pressure for eased capital mobility
and sectoral priorities such as the centralization of decision-making and the fragmentation of production. Their scope also illustrates that, in regard to North American clothing trade, these three features of the NIDL are inextricably linked.

Although the Canadian clothing industry is the focus of this study, rules governing tri-lateral textile trade frequently have an impact on clothing trade in North America. Consequently, it is important to explore the interests of both sectors in evaluating various elements of the NAFTA. Corporate pressure for eased capital mobility in the NAFTA arises primarily from transnational textile and clothing enterprises with both branch plant facilities and headquarters in the free trade area. In particular, large textile corporations demand a significant degree of capital mobility to reinforce intra-firm trade. With the NAFTA, eased capital mobility will enable these TNCs to distribute different stages and varieties of production throughout the free trade area. As a result, a Canadian textile branch plant may specialize in textile products derived from chemical and synthetic fibres, while an American textile firm operated by the same TNC produces primary textiles, and the Mexican subsidiary focuses on textiles derived from petrochemical inputs.

For the Canadian clothing industry, the consequences of eased capital mobility within and between textile firms under the NAFTA are far-reaching. The dispersal of production, made possible through heightened capital mobility, curtails where buyers in the Canadian clothing industry may source inputs in North America. The industry, which consists of relatively small independent firms, must increasingly rely on non-domestic sources for fabric and a wide range of other clothing inputs. However, it must compete with a larger American clothing industry, which has strong ties to American-based textile firms, which can readily obtain a diverse range of inputs locally. Despite these implications, the NAFTA text meets demands for relatively unfettered capital mobility in the region.

In regard to the centralization of corporate decision-making with the NIDL, North American textile TNCs and many American-based clothing TNCs have considerable power in establishing where and when to contract-out production. The NAFTA strengthens this
principle for large corporations. For instance, it gives weight to a limited group of clothing TNCs, over smaller independent clothing firms, by improving conditions for subcontracting through encouraging intra-firm trade in the region. This leaves independent Canadian clothing firms with few options. They must either opt to close facilities, bid for a place on a transnational subcontracting chain, or move a sizable portion of production into the informal economy in order to survive in the domestic market.

With respect to future employment prospects and conditions of work for Canadian women clothing workers, outcomes of the FTA foreshadow imminent consequences of the NAFTA. High rates of unemployment and under-employment among women clothing workers currently exist in Canada. Under the NIDL, such factors force women clothing workers to either enter the informal economy to perform homework or make them vulnerable to exploitation within the factory setting. Simultaneous to the decline of the Canadian clothing industry under free trade, several studies documented the growth of unstandardized work in the Canadian economy as a whole, and homework, in the clothing industry in specific (See for example: Cameron and Mak, 1992; Oehran, 1993). The prevalence of homework is growing in the industry as factories are either closing or downsizing by contracting-out various stages of production. With a large reserve of women clothing workers in North America, the NAFTA provides leverage for manufacturers to pressure federal and provincial legislators to alter wages, hours of work and health and safety regulations to conform with American5 and Mexican standards.6

5In the American case, wages, rates of unionization and labour standards in most northern states are quite similar to provincial standards in Canada. However, in right-to-work states, wages, rates of unionization and labour standards tend to be significantly lower and/or ill-enforced. In the context of this study, conditions in these regions are of particular concern (Heinimark, Biotte and Hayes, 1991 192)
6For example, the government of British Columbia recently held public hearings to revise the Employment Standards Act. These hearings received an overwhelming number of submissions from employers, from a range of sectors where women represent a sizable percentage of the workforce, advocating a lower minimum wage in the province. A common justification for this proposal was that employment standards must be lowered in British Columbia to facilitate competition under the NAFTA. Furthermore, in the hearings, many employers lauded the recent growth of home-based industrial and clerical work in the province (Personal Observations, Public Hearings on the Employment Standards Act, October 7, 1993; Personal Communication with Commissioner Anuta Braf, October 7, 1993)
IV. Scope of Analysis

To reveal how the NAFTA, as a macroeconomic policy initiative reflective of the NIDL, will impact the Canadian clothing industry, this study takes a three-pronged approach. Chapter two addresses employment trends in the Canadian clothing industry, drawing on labour force surveys and census data from Statistics Canada. A quantitative investigation of this sort is invaluable in assessing how conditions of work for women changed in this industry after the implementation of the FTA. To differentiate between comparing gross employment statistics in the clothing industry versus other industries and comparing recent trends within its subsectors, this chapter is divided into two parts. The first section examines the status of employment in the clothing industry versus other large manufacturing employers of women in Canada using wage data and sex and age-based employment statistics. It establishes that the clothing industry experienced a staggering decline between 1988 and 1992 relative to the other selected industries. The second section explores internal dynamics in Canada’s clothing industry by both depicting regional employment disparities in manufacturing and levels of prosperity in various clothing subsectors. Prior to 1988, the Canadian clothing sector was a relatively stable industry. However, with the introduction of the FTA, women’s and children’s clothing industries declined significantly. Severe decline in the clothing industry erupted with the inclusion of highly contentious rules governing clothing trade in the FTA.

To complement a statistical analysis of trends in the Canadian clothing industry, a more qualitative inquiry into sectoral relations in the Canadian, American and Mexican clothing and textile sectors is warranted. Chapter three investigates ties within and between these North American industries which develop in an environment conducive to capital mobility and fragmented production where there are growing numbers of unemployed and under-employed women workers. Pointing to industrial relationships which produce intra-sectoral and inter-sectoral coalitions, it establishes that the Canadian clothing industry is in an extraordinarily vulnerable position in a continental industrial context. Key to its tenuous
status is the limited political power of clothing firms operating in Canada and the scarcity of inputs, required for Canadian clothing manufacturing, in the free trade area. As an industry comprised of relatively small independent firms, as opposed to large conglomerates, the Canadian clothing industry clearly exerted limited influence in constructing the NAFTA.

A textual analysis of the NAFTA chapter devoted to clothing and textile trade in North America constitutes the fourth part of this study. Two strands of analysis co-exist in this chapter. First, in examining provisions specific to clothing trade, it illustrates tangible costs of this tri-lateral trade agreement for the Canadian clothing industry. Concurrently, it links the outcomes of the NAFTA to industrial relationships depicted in chapter three and characteristic features of Canadian clothing production explored in chapter two. Both modes of investigation exhibit that, although capital mobility is eased under the agreement, the NAFTA heightens barriers to export for the Canadian clothing industry and undermines the historic strength of domestically-oriented producers.

These three chapters highlight threats which the NAFTA poses to the survival of the Canadian clothing industry by examining trends in clothing employment for women since the introduction of the FTA, sectoral industrial relationships tied to domestic clothing production and rules governing clothing trade in the NAFTA text. After the FTA came into force, this industry experienced unprecedented employment decline as well as a sharp decline in the goods it shipped. In part, this was a consequence of highly restrictive rules governing bi-lateral clothing trade contained in the agreement. As opposed to altering barriers to clothing trade between Canada and the U.S. in a just fashion, the FTA established new rules governing trade in clothing which implicitly targeted the Canadian clothing sector. Modeled on this agreement, the NAFTA extends regulations for clothing trade first devised in the FTA to Mexico. It also compounds the consequences of the FTA by intensifying specific terms of the agreement. As a result, the NAFTA has devastating repercussions for women who constitute the core group of workers in this primary Canadian industry.
Chapter 2.

Shrink: A Premature Sunset In The Canadian Clothing Industry
In recent years, employment dramatically declined in the Canadian clothing industry and significant internal restructuring took place within its subsectors. To determine the extent to which the NAFTA may contribute to further instability in this sector, the status of the industry prior to and following the implementation of the FTA demands investigation. A common claim made by proponents of free trade is that the Canadian clothing industry was a "sunset" industry prior to 1988. However, this assertion is quite contentious since total shipments and employment trends indicate that it was relatively stable until the late eighties. This chapter will demonstrate that severe instability in the clothing industry coincided with the introduction of the FTA. Although the Canadian clothing industry traditionally endured a mixture of brief downturns and prolonged upswings after the adoption of the FTA it embarked on a distinct trajectory—one characterized by unprecedented job losses and the decline of prominent clothing subsectors. Consequently, the Canadian clothing sector currently exhibits signs of a troubled industry. This must be taken into consideration when studying the potential impacts of the NAFTA.

**Historic Features Of Canadian Clothing Production**

The clothing industry is among the oldest manufacturing industries in the country. Factories producing ready-made clothing appeared in Upper and Lower Canada as early as 1830 and mass production became widespread by the 1890s. Initiated as a result of demands for long production runs, clothing factories first emerged in the men's suit industry and, subsequently, in the women's cloak industry. Relative to other clothing industries, the women's dress industry became factory-oriented at a slower pace since production-runs are typically short in this subsector (Steedman, 1986: 153). Along with the incremental emergence of factory production in clothing, tied to the length of production-runs in its subsectors, the industry endured several stages of union organizing in its early history. Unionization commenced with craft unions created by and for tailors in the late 1890s. Unions operating on behalf of all clothing workers, regardless of their location in the
industry, only began to form with the introduction of ready-made clothing. Despite the existence of large, more inclusive unions in the Canadian clothing industry as early as 1894, women clothing workers had a limited role in union organizing, politics and lobbying until the 1930s (ILGWU, 1993: 1). It was at this juncture that union locals were first established in the women's dress sector, where the majority of women clothing workers were situated at the time (Frager, 1992: 24-30).

The evolution of the Canadian clothing factory and the uneven spread of unionization across clothing subsectors influenced the shape of production in the industry. To this day, the unique industrial status of this sector rests upon three interconnected features of production and their historical roots. First, the clothing industry is one of the few labour-intensive intermediate manufacturing industries in the country which is not dependent upon raw domestic resources. Second, it is characterized by relatively small independent producers. Third, unlike many other Canadian manufacturing industries, the clothing industry has a long history of attracting women as its primary production workers.¹

The labour-intensive nature of Canadian clothing production reflects the absence of highly integrated, technologically-advanced machinery in the industry. In most clothing subsectors, sewing machines, cutting machines, folding machines, basting machines and tracking machines were only incorporated into production relatively recently and hand finishing remains prevalent in many subsectors (Gannage, 1988: 397). The limited adoption of high-technology equipment in clothing production may be attributed to a variety of factors, two of which are central to this investigation. First, since the Canadian clothing industry is primarily composed of highly competitive, small, autonomous firms, manufacturers rarely have sufficient disposable capital to invest in either research and development or in high-technology machinery. Second, due to the ample supply of women

¹For example, in 1992, approximately 76% of all workers in this industry were women (Statistics Canada, 1992: Ref K93022).
seeking work in Canadian clothing manufacturing, there is limited impetus for firms to adopt labour-saving machinery. Canadian women were initially drawn to needle trades since sewing was viewed as an acceptable craft for women and since there were virtually no other factory jobs accessible to women in the early twentieth century (Creese, 1988: 123; Frager, 1992: 18). The ghettoization of women workers in clothing production enabled employers to institute low wage rates,\(^2\) which further devalued the tasks that women perform in the industry (Lipsig-Mumme, 1987: 49-51). To this day, low wages remain characteristic of Canadian clothing production. This, in turn, permits employers to slow the pace of mechanization by relying on low labour costs and the speed of workers to increase profit margins.

Various facets of the decline of the Canadian clothing industry since 1988 will be examined throughout this chapter. Emphasis will placed on when the clothing industry began its sharp decline as well as on a number of factors which contribute to its present instability, such as wage trends, the average age of women in the industry and internal restructuring in clothing subsectors. In the context of this study, specific trends require special attention. For instance, the percentage of women aged fifteen to twenty-four employed in the clothing industry dramatically decreased in the mid to late eighties. Also, the erosion of employment in this industry, although not unique to one region, is geographically concentrated. Due to a high concentration of clothing employment in Quebec, women workers are disproportionately affected by the decline of the clothing industry and its subsectors in this province.

To illustrate these and other developments in the Canadian clothing industry, this chapter is divided into two sections. First, employment trends in the industry are compared and contrasted with trends in All Industries and All Manufacturing as well as

\(^2\)In her discussion of the nature of women's paid employment prior to World War II Gillian Creese notes: "The low level of remuneration for women's work and the difficulty of monopolizing skills to raise wages was at least partly related to the fact that women's paid labour often involved skills related to domestic labour" (Creese, 1988: 124). This assertion directly relates to the devaluation of women's work in the Canadian clothing sector.
food and beverage, textiles and printing and publishing industries. In this section, the
clothing industry is examined at a macro-level taking into account trends in other
manufacturing industries sharing similar labour force characteristics. Second, the changing
internal employment dynamics of the industry are described. The purpose of this section
is to develop a micro-analysis, taking into consideration the situation of women workers
in the industry as a whole as well as in its subsectors.

METHODOLOGY

The data employed in this analysis are derived from recent Statistics Canada
labour force surveys as well as census data. The years chosen for labour force analysis
are 1980, 1984, 1988 and 1992 in order to focus on the time periods preceding and
following the implementation of the FTA. Notably, during the twelve year period
investigated, two recessions occurred. One commenced in 1982 and ended late in 1984
while the other began after the implementation of the FTA and is just ending. Since the
years surveyed include two recessionary periods, employment trends specific to the
post-FTA recession may be established.

Drawing on labour force data, the food and beverage, textiles and printing and
publishing industries are selected for comparison with the clothing industry. The food and
beverage industry and the printing and publishing industries are chosen since they currently
represent the first and third largest manufacturing employers of women in Canada.\(^3\) Data
pertaining to the textile industry are included for two reasons. First, taken together, the
clothing and textiles industries are the largest manufacturing employer of women in
Canada\(^4\). Second, the NAFTA chapter analyzed in this study is dedicated to both clothing
and textiles industries due to the important relationship between these two sectors.

\(^3\) Statistics Canada. (Unpublished Data) Ref. K93022. Also, see Table 1d.
\(^4\) Ibid.
Census data from 1981, 1986 and 1991 are analyzed in section two since they include pertinent statistical information regarding trends in clothing subsectors. These subsectors include men's clothing, women's clothing, children's clothing and "other" clothing industries (which primarily refers to sweaters, occupational clothing, gloves, hosiery, fur goods and foundation garments). The census represents a larger sample of households than the labour force data. However, it does not accurately reflect seasonal employment variations since the survey is taken only once during the census year. There is no attempt to compare statistics from the two surveys as their sample sizes, questions and years differ. Rather, the two sets of data are highly complementary. Together, they are used to explore trends reflective of the changing conditions of work for this female-dominated manufacturing industry. Graphs which are derived from tables contained in Appendix 1 are used to display trends in the clothing industry throughout this chapter.

I. THE CLOTHING SECTOR IN A LARGER INDUSTRIAL CONTEXT

Canadians witnessed severe erosion in domestic manufacturing employment between 1988 and 1992. In this period, decreasing employment was broad-based in that it affected a wide variety of industries employing both women and men workers. Nevertheless, the implications for manufacturing sectors employing high percentages of women are quite striking. The clothing industry is a case in point. Despite its frequent characterization as a sunset industry since the late sixties, a comparison of employment trends in All Industries, All Manufacturing and clothing reveal that the Canadian clothing sector did not exhibit the characteristics of a sunset industry before 1988. Between 1988 and 1992 employment decline in clothing was three times larger than in the previous four years. Moreover, the industry grew between 1980 and 1984, during a recession of similar

---

5It should be noted here that data specific to children's clothing only became available in the 1986 census. Consequently, the category which reads "other" in the 1981 data includes children's clothing.
proportions to the recession spanning the late eighties and early nineties. Statistics exhibiting the value of goods shipped by the clothing industry in this period disprove one likely counter-argument: namely, that decreasing employment in the clothing industry may be attributed to worker redundancy due to improved productivity. Every year between 1980 and 1988, the value of manufactured goods shipped by the clothing industry increased. This changed after 1988. In 1988, the clothing industry shipped $6,656,700,000.00 worth of goods while, in 1992, $5,993,000,000 worth of goods was shipped by the industry. Therefore, the value of manufactured goods shipped by the clothing industry dropped by approximately 10% over these four years (Statistics Canada, Canada Yearbook 1985: Table 18.2; Canada Yearbook 1992: Table 18.2; Monthly Survey of Manufacturing, June 1992: Table 4). Even in comparison to All Manufacturing, where there were significant job losses between 1988 and 1992, employment decline in clothing appears quite sharp.

Indicative of the recent employment trends, the clothing industry went from being the largest manufacturing employer of women in Canada, prior to 1988, to second largest manufacturing employer of women between 1988 and 1992. This development is significant since the clothing industry has a long and rich history as the largest manufacturing employer of women in the country. In addition, wage data indicate that the clothing industry remains the lowest wage industry of the three largest manufacturing employers of women. The wage situation in this industry worsened between 1988 and 1992, as the average hourly wage in clothing dipped to 58.2% of the average hourly wage in manufacturing by 1992. With respect to the age of women workers in the clothing industry, the proportion of women aged fifteen to twenty-four is steadily decreasing. Among the industries selected, between 1984 and 1992, clothing moved from the second largest major manufacturing employer of women aged fifteen to twenty-four to the smallest major manufacturing employer of women in this age category. This, too, represents a
troubling development for the future vitality of the industry. The subsequent analysis illustrates the extent to which the clothing industry has suffered since 1988.

A. Changes In Total Employment In Clothing Vs. All Manufacturing And All Industries

Between 1980 and 1984 employment in the clothing industry increased by 14,900 or 12.5% (Tables 1a, b). This growth took place during the recession of the early eighties at a time when employment in All Manufacturing dropped by 7.4%. However, during the next recession, after the implementation of the FTA in 1988, employment in the clothing industry decreased significantly. While All industries and All Manufacturing also experienced reductions in employment over this period, the decline of the clothing industry was particularly sharp dropping by 29,700 between 1988 and 1992 (Tables 1a,b,c,d).

These employment trends are illustrated in the following logarithmic graph (Graph 1). Here, employment in All Industries remains at a relatively constant level (-0.03%) between 1988 and 1992, while employment in All Manufacturing falls by 15.5% and clothing employment drops by 28.3%. Employment reductions in clothing are particularly excessive in light of trends in All Industries and All Manufacturing over these four years.

In the late eighties female employment in clothing industry declined more dramatically than in other manufacturing industries. This is indicative of larger trends in the industry since female employment in clothing increased by 9.3% between 1980 and 1984, during the recession of the early eighties, while female employment declined by 2.9% in All Manufacturing over the same period. Following this, between 1984 and 1988, female employment in All Manufacturing grew at a moderate rate (+9%) while, in clothing, it declined at a moderate rate (-7.7%). Finally, between 1988 and 1992, reductions in female employment in the clothing industry (-22.8%) were both significantly more severe than in All Manufacturing (-14.7%) and almost three times the decline which took place in the previous four year period (Graph 2, Tables 1c,d). Clearly, prior to 1988, the clothing industry endured a mixture of brief downturns and prolonged upswings yet it was
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relatively healthy. After 1988, as job losses accelerated in clothing manufacturing, it began to display characteristics of an industry in serious trouble (Graphs 1, 2).

B. Female Employment Trends in Clothing Vs. Selected Manufacturing Industries

In contrast to other industries where women’s manufacturing employment is concentrated, the clothing industry experienced excessive job losses after the implementation of the FTA. Strikingly, between 1988 and 1992, the food and beverage industry overtook the clothing industry as the largest manufacturing employer of women in Canada, despite the fact that both industries employed fewer people in this period (Tables 1c, d). In 1988, the food and beverage and clothing industries employed approximately 86,500 and 93,400 women workers respectively and, in 1992, they employed 81,800 and 72,100 women workers respectively (Tables 1c, d). Female employment in the clothing industry dropped by 21,300 over these four years, a reduction which was nearly five times larger than that in the food and beverage industry, approximately six times larger than that in the textile industry and nearly three times larger than in the printing and publishing industry (Tables 1c, d). Although Canadians witnessed fading female employment in all four sectors after 1988, the clothing industry clearly stands out as the industry experiencing the greatest employment reductions for women workers (Graph 3). This glimpse at female employment trends is a clear indication of the severity of employment decline in the Canadian clothing sector relative to other manufacturing industries with similar labour force characteristics.6

C. Wage Trends: Clothing Vs. Selected Manufacturing Industries

Another relevant factor in assessing the status of employment in an industry is the average hourly wage earned by its employees. The clothing industry has historically been a low wage industry yet, in recent years, its hourly wages have fallen in relation to the

---

6This is further verified when the overall growth of female employment in All Industries is compared to the statistics illustrating recent female employment trends in the clothing industry. See graph 4.
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average manufacturing wage. In 1980, the average hourly wage in the clothing industry was lower than the food, textile products, primary textiles and printing and publishing industries and it remained the industry with lowest average hourly wage in 1992 (Graph 5, Table 2a). In 1984, a year when wage data is broken down most extensively by Statistics Canada, the primary textile industry followed the clothing industry with the second lowest average hourly wage and it remained in this position until 1992. In this eight year period, the industry with the highest average hourly wage in the group was the beverage industry which both employs the largest percentage of male workers of the industries surveyed and has very high rates of unionization. Notably, this industry had a higher than the average manufacturing wage throughout the duration of this survey. When the average hourly wage for each of these industries is taken as a percentage of the average hourly manufacturing wage, the outcomes are even more revealing. Wages in the clothing industry went from 64.7% of the average manufacturing wage in 1980 to 58.2% of the average manufacturing wage in 1992 (Table 2b, Graph 6). In contrast, during the same period, the average hourly wages for the beverage industry were consistently 17% higher than the average hourly wage for All Manufacturing. Simultaneously, average hourly wages for workers in primary textile industries improved as a percentage of the average hourly manufacturing wage between 1988 and 1992 (Graph 6). When the food industry overtook the clothing industry as the largest manufacturing employer of women, its average hourly wages went down from 89.6% of the average manufacturing wage in 1988 to 80.6% in 1992 (Table 2b). Despite its decline, the average hourly wage for food industry workers as a percentage of the average hourly wage in All Manufacturing remained over 20% higher than the comparable figure for the clothing industry in 1992. These figures go beyond demonstrating that clothing is typically a low wage manufacturing industry to illustrate that its average hourly wage, as a percentage of the average manufacturing hourly wage, declined considerably in the late eighties. For the clothing industry the recession which commenced after 1988 was quite distinct from the recession of the early eighties.
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Admittedly, before 1988, the clothing industry was a low wage industry yet wages in this industry remained consistent as a percentage of the average manufacturing wage.

D. Changing Conditions of Work in the Clothing Industry: Female Age Distribution in Clothing Industry Vs. Selected Manufacturing Industries

Another important factor in investigating instability in the Canadian clothing industry is the recent change in female employment distribution by age. Statistical trends indicating the changing age distribution of women workers in the clothing industry are of considerable concern. They demonstrate that employment opportunities for young women in this industry are rapidly diminishing.

In 1980, the clothing industry was the second largest employer of women aged fifteen to twenty-four of all manufacturing industries in Canada, employing 23,100 women in this age group. By 1992, among the industries selected, it became the second smallest manufacturing employer of women aged fifteen to twenty-four, employing merely 7,600 women in this age group (Table 3, Graph 7). A similar investigation of changing employment patterns of women aged twenty-five and over indicates that, between 1988 and 1992, rates of employment fell for women in this age category as well. However, the clothing industry merely dropped to the second largest manufacturing employer of women aged twenty-five and over in this period, a minor decline in contrast to the latter age group. In comparing the trends for women in these two age groups, women aged twenty-five and over clearly constitute an overwhelming majority of workers in the clothing industry. Furthermore, data indicate that the percentage of women in this age group is growing (Table 3, Graph 8). For women aged fifteen to twenty-four, employment began to decline in 1984 yet, after the implementation of the FTA, it intensified in percentage terms. Between 1980 and 1984, the percentage of women aged fifteen to twenty-four dropped by 7.4%, between 1984 and 1988, it fell by 35.5% and between 1988 and 1992, it declined by 45.5% (Graph 8). Current employment trends for women in this age category may be attributed to recent layoffs in the industry which tend to
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be based on seniority. Recent reductions in the proportion of young women in clothing employment are a poor signal for its future and the future of women's work in Canadian manufacturing.

II. INTERNAL DYNAMICS IN CANADA'S CLOTHING INDUSTRY

This section explores trends in the Canadian clothing sector and in its subsectors to provide a sketch of the industry. It consists of four parts. First, the status of the women's, men's, children's and "other" clothing sectors are examined both to provide an overview of Canada's strengths and weakness in clothing manufacturing and to demonstrate that recent employment trends in the industry influenced each clothing subsector differently. Second, the concentration of women's employment in the various subsectors, between 1986 and 1991, is assessed in comparison to fluctuations in the concentration of men's employment. Third, the regional concentration of clothing employment in Quebec is investigated since women's clothing employment is concentrated in this province and since Quebec clothing firms were hardest hit after the FTA. Fourth, and finally, the distribution of workers employed in the Quebec clothing industry is outlined, with a special emphasis on where (in which sectors) the majority of women workers are located in this province.

The central aim of this section is to describe how employment in the clothing industry is distributed regionally and across its subsectors. Of particular significance is the extensive reorganization in the clothing industry which began in the mid-eighties as a consequence of instability in the men's and women's clothing subsectors. The second objective is to establish the degree to which specific regions and subsectors were damaged by the changing dynamics of clothing production between 1988 and 1992. On a methodological note, the majority of statistics referred to in this section are derived from Census data, with the exception of one section; part C draws on labour force data to expose employment trends in the Quebec clothing industry between 1980 and 1992 (Ref: Tables 6a,b; Graph 11)
A. Subsectors Of Canadian Clothing Production: A Brief Overview

Over the last decade Canada's clothing industry underwent a transition from focusing primarily on women's and men's clothing to placing a greater emphasis on "other" clothing industries (Graphs 9. a,b). However, the proportional growth of "other" clothing industries, particularly in the eighties, did not reflect shifts in Canadian demand. Rather, in part, it was a consequence of the adoption of economic policy initiatives which will be discussed in Chapter 4. In 1981, "other" clothing industries employed a mere 24.2% of Canada's clothing work force, while they accounted for over 42% of total employment in clothing in 1991. This change was mainly a result of decreasing employment in men's, women's and children's clothing subsectors (Tables 4a,c). In 1981, women's and men's clothing producers employed 38.2% and 37.6% of the clothing work force, respectively (Table 4a). In 1991, they employed 28% and 30% of the industry's workers, respectively (Table 4c, Graph 9b). Although employment in the women's clothing industry began to drop in 1981, provisions in the FTA, which impose strict quotas and/or high rates of duty on Canadian exports containing foreign inputs, severely exacerbated this employment trend. The present situation in the men's clothing industry is marginally more favourable than that in the women's clothing industry. A select group of men's wool suit manufacturers managed to capture a niche in the American suit market via a loophole in the FTA which allowed them to export suits containing foreign fibres duty-free (Ferguson: A18). However, the NAFTA will prevent these manufacturers from maintaining this niche. This, too, will be examined in subsequent chapters.

B. The Future Of Women's Work In Key Clothing Subsectors

In the late eighties, falling employment in the women's clothing industry affected women workers most severely. Female employment in the women's clothing industry declined by 6,210 between 1986 and 1991. This represents 35.2% of the drop in female

7Other clothing industries refer to foundation garments, occupational clothing, hosiery, gloves, sweaters and fur goods.
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employment in the clothing industry over this time period (Tables 4 b, c). In contrast, female employment reductions in the men's clothing industry accounted for only 12.3% of the total decline in female employment in this period. Over the same time span, male employment distribution in these industries remained relatively even. In the men's and women's clothing industries, reductions in male employment represented 22.2% and 22.0% of total male employment decline, respectively (Table 4 b, c). Also, despite the fact that "other" clothing industries employed the largest number of clothing workers in 1991, only 35.1% of women's employment was concentrated in this sector in that year whereas 41.4% of men's employment was concentrated in "other" clothing industries in the same period (Tables 5a, b, Graph 10).

C. The Clothing Industry in Quebec

When investigating the changing conditions of work in a female dominated manufacturing industry, it is important to consider the employment trends for women in regions where the industry is most concentrated. Although the Canadian clothing industry lost a disproportionate number of women workers nationally, between 1988 and 1992, this employment trend had its greatest impact in Quebec.

To establish the impact of employment decline for women clothing workers in Quebec, it is useful to compare figures depicting female employment trends in clothing versus All Manufacturing in both Canada and Quebec. In Canada, the reduction of women's employment in clothing manufacturing represented 24.1% of the total decline in women's employment in manufacturing between 1988 and 1992, while the total percentages of women employed in clothing in 1988 and 1992 were 15.6% and 14.1% respectively (Table 6a). Therefore, the percent decline of female employment in clothing was over one-and-a-half times as large as its percentage of total women's manufacturing employment in Canada (Graph 11).

In Quebec's case, the drop in women's employment in clothing was 73.1% of the total reduction in female manufacturing employment in the province between 1988 and
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1992, while the total percentages of women employed in clothing in 1988 and 1992 were 34.2% and 28.3%, respectively (Table 6b). Therefore, the percent decline of female employment in clothing was over two-and-a-half times larger than its percentage of total women's manufacturing employment in the province (Graph 11).

A comparison of trends in the Canadian clothing industry as a whole with trends in Quebec indicates female employment in Quebec is disproportionately unstable. Between 1988 and 1992, women's employment in the Quebec clothing industry decreased by 17,100 while, in a former recessionary period (1980-1984), it grew by 5,000 (Table 6a). This decline of 17,100 accounts for over 80% of the total reduction in female clothing employment in Canada in this time span (Tables 6a, b). Hence, current employment trends for women in Quebec cannot be attributed to an inter-provincial shift in clothing production. It did not result in greater job opportunities for women in other provinces. For instance, in Ontario, the second largest clothing manufacturing centre in Canada, female employment declined by 8.1% over the same four year period (Graph 11, Table 6c). Without a doubt, statistics indicate that women in the Quebec clothing industry were hardest hit after 1988.

D. Women In Quebec's Clothing Subsectors

Women's employment in Canadian clothing manufacturing is overwhelmingly concentrated in Quebec. With the exception of the men's clothing industry, women in Quebec represent over 60% of all Canadian women employed in every subsector of the Canadian clothing industry. In 1991, nearly 77.2% of women employed in the children's clothing industry and 62.1% of women employed in the women's clothing industry were employed in Quebec (Graph 12). These are the two subsectors which appear to be eroding most rapidly in the Canadian clothing industry. In the case of the children's clothing industry, there were 1,690 fewer people employed in this subsector nationally in 1991 than in 1986. In Quebec, total employment in this clothing subsector dropped by 1,180 in the same period, while women's employment in this sector decreased by 1,125 (Table 8, 9).
Graph 12: Of total women employed in clothing, % of Quebec women as % of total sectors (1991).

Source: Statistics Canada 93-326
This is merely one illustration of the disproportionate effects of declining national clothing employment on women workers in Quebec. Clearly, employment in the clothing industry accounts for a substantial proportion of women's jobs in manufacturing in this province. Furthermore, the subsectors of this industry that are experiencing the most drastic reductions in employment are concentrated in Quebec.

CONCLUSION: A PREMATURE SUNSET FOR THE CLOTHING INDUSTRY?

The source of recent manufacturing losses in the Canadian clothing industry is still a matter of debate. Supporters of free trade will inevitably argue that current trends in this sector are a direct result of the last recession. Despite considerable evidence, it is impossible to draw a cause and effect relationship between recent downturns in the clothing industry and the FTA. Nevertheless, the preceding analysis demonstrates that, at a minimum, severe instability in this manufacturing sector coincided with the introduction of the FTA. In comparison to other large manufacturing employers of women, this industry experienced an extraordinary level of instability after the inception of this trade agreement. Given these observations, potential outcomes of the NAFTA for the Canadian clothing industry deserve significant attention.

After the implementation of the FTA, which instituted controversial rules governing bi-lateral clothing trade, the Canadian clothing industry went from a stable industry characterized by brief downswings and prolonged upturns to showing signs of a seriously troubled industry. Since the NAFTA intensifies terms for clothing trade devised in the FTA, it may contribute to an untimely sunset for the clothing sector. If employment trends continue along the same path as they have since the late eighties, much of women's employment in Canadian manufacturing will set alongside this industry. Upcoming chapters deal with the industrial relationships contributing to current instability in the Canadian clothing industry as well as concrete provisions in the FTA and the NAFTA. Together, they highlight discriminatory effects arising from both agreements that give greater credence to the observations made in this chapter.
Chapter 3.

Cut: The Impact Of Inter-Sectoral And Intra-Sectoral Relations In North American Clothing and Textile Industries
In manufacturing, favourable sectoral relations often contribute to the stability of a given industry. In the case of the Canadian clothing industry, sectoral ties with related North American clothing and textile industries are either non-existent, due to the absence of converging interests, or conflictual, as a result of fierce competition. To aggravate problems for this industry, complementary relationships prevail between other North American clothing and textile industries. Thus, while a number of key industries solidify intra-sectoral and inter-sectoral ties, Canadian clothing producers are left isolated. In addition, the composition of the Canadian clothing industry exacerbates its isolation. While small independent firms currently predominate in the Canadian clothing industry, TNCs dominate in North American textile production and exercise significant influence in the Mexican and American clothing industries.

This chapter is devoted to examining industrial relationships that contribute to the vulnerability of the Canadian clothing industry. It is divided into four parts. Part I describes clothing and textile production to illustrate their distinctiveness while recognizing the possibility for some degree of interdependence between the two sectors. Part II explores the structure and composition of the Canadian, American and Mexican clothing industries. It illustrates that labour force characteristics in the three industries are very similar and each industry caters to virtually identical end markets. These factors promote intense competition in North American clothing production. Part III examines the scope and character of textile production in the three nations revealing that the Canadian, American and Mexican textile industries specialize in different textile subsectors. Thus, there is little competition between these industries.

Part IV discusses four sets of industrial relationships that emerge from the previous three sections. First, American and Canadian textile industries tend to have complementary interests since their product lines rarely overlap and a number of the same textile TNCs operate in both nations. However, American and Canadian clothing industries have a competitive relationship as they target similar markets. Second, since the U.S. has a
strong primary textile industry that produces fabric suited to domestic clothing
manufacturers, American clothing and textile industries have important shared interests.
Conversely, Canadian clothing and textile industries share few interests since domestic
textile firms do not cater to local clothing producers. Third, under the Special Regime
trade agreement, the U.S. and Mexico cultivated a favourable clothing trading relationship
and ties between the two industries remain strong. Fourth, interactions between Canadian
and Mexican clothing and textile industries are minimal, even though the shape of clothing
production in both countries is similar, and textile industries in each nation specialize in
related subsectors. As well, both countries cater to the American market. Together,
these four relationships serve to isolate the Canadian clothing industry. And, as I will
demonstrate in chapter four, they influence the terms of the NAFTA.

I. Key Features Of Clothing And Textile Production

Before discussing sectoral relations among the clothing and textile industries in
Canada, the U.S. and Mexico, it is important to differentiate between clothing and textile
production. In trade agreements, the term "textiles" is often used broadly to refer to the
textile manufacturing industry and the clothing manufacturing industry. However, the
structures of these two industries are different and their interdependence varies from
country to country.¹

The textile production cycle passes through three stages, involving fibre suppliers,
textile mill producers, and wholesale buyers, before goods reach end markets. The cycle
begins with synthetic and natural fibre inputs which may be produced or purchased
domestically or abroad. Second, textile mills process and transform fibres through

¹It should also be noted that rates of female employment are rarely as high in textile production as in
clothing production. In Canada, the textile industry employs an "above average" percentage of women
workers. Women comprise 40% of employees in this industry, a substantially lower figure than in
clothing production (Canadian Textile Institute, February 1992: 1).
carding, spinning, weaving, knitting and finishing products. Third, buyers purchase fabrics to produce specialty goods. Among the buyers are clothing manufacturers, home furnishing manufacturers and other manufacturers producing goods for industrial use (Toyne, 1984: 9). Therefore, the textile industry serves a diverse group of end markets ranging from clothing manufacturers to automotive goods producers. In some nations, a textile industry may gear production to local clothing manufacturers. In others, due to the presence of a large petrochemical industry, textile producers may service wholesale buyers in industry by producing chemically-based industrial goods.

Although it may be argued that clothing manufacturing represents a subsector of textile manufacturing, the two industries often operate independently in a particular nation, as is the case in Canada. With respect to its structure, in contrast to textile production, clothing production is relatively specialized. It involves cutting, sewing and finishing items of clothing using a wide range of fabrics. Unlike the textile industry, the end market for clothing production consists of consumers and retailers rather than industrial buyers. Furthermore, although the tasks of designing and cutting are often performed in a large factory setting, subcontracting is also prevalent in this industry\(^2\). In sum, production in the clothing industry may be performed either on a small or medium-scale basis. In either case, subcontractors are routinely relied upon. Conversely, textile production is usually geared to large-scale, high technology production (Canadian Textile Manufacturing Institute, December 7, 1992: 5).

II. Clothing Production In Canada, The United States And Mexico

Clothing production is among the most labour-intensive manufacturing industries worldwide. In most nations, it is a low-wage industry where women workers predominate. Clothing workers in Canada, the United States and Mexico all encounter

\(^2\)Subcontracting involves contracting-out sewing and finishing tasks to firms that may manage small shops, employ homeworkers or rely on a combination of homeworkers and factory workers for production.
similar formal employment structures. In each country, large domestically-run factories are becoming obsolete since the availability of subcontractors and homeworkers facilitate the fragmentation of production processes. Although some identifiable characteristics within clothing industries in the three nations differ, with the growth of subcontracting, many stages of clothing production are moving into the informal economy in each country.  

3

A. Clothing Manufacturing In Canada

Structurally, clothing production processes in Canada are remarkably similar to those in the U.S. and Mexico. Nevertheless, there are important differences between these industries, including product specialization and the average size of firms. In preparation for a comparison of North American clothing sectors and an assessment of the industrial relationships in the region, this section outlines key features of the Canadian clothing industry as well as employment dynamics in this sector.

Concentrated in Ontario and Quebec, the female-dominated* Canadian clothing industry is internationally recognized for quality wool clothing production (Statistics Canada, 1993: Ref. K93022). Among its most competitive exports are reasonably priced men's and women's suits derived from European fabrics (Ferguson, 1992: A18). In recent years, wool suit production has grown most rapidly in Quebec, where a group of men's suit manufacturers have found a lucrative niche in the American market. As a result, Canadian men's suit exports to the U.S. increased eight fold between 1988 and 1991, yielding a six percent share of the American men's suit market (Toomey, 1992: B2).

The renewed prominence of Canadian suit manufacturers may be attributed, in part, to internal restructuring in the clothing industry which is causing small,

3For the purpose of this study, I will draw on the definition Portes, Castells and Benton assign to the informal economy. They indicate that it is, "a process of income generation characterized by one central feature: it is unregulated by the institutions of society, in a legal and social environment in which similar activities are regulated." (Portes, Castells and Benton: 12)

4The majority of women in this industry are first generation Canadians (Gannage, 1988: 396, ILGWU, 1993: 2; Ochrman et al, 1993: 8).
specialized, independent firms to proliferate. For decades, Canadian firms used the "conventional method" of clothing production, whereby goods were fully produced by skilled craftspeople (Gammage: 397, Steedman: 161). However, due to international competition, the traditional method of clothing production was recently abandoned in Canada. Currently, most domestic clothing firms run on a highly fragmented basis. Subcontractors either supply larger manufacturers or retailers with specialty items or perform select tasks in the expanding chain of production. Also, many old firms are downsizing and newer clothing shops tend to be small-scale operations. As the International Ladies Garment Workers' Union (ILGWU) reports:

Canadian apparel companies have attempted to compete with a low-wage strategy. This has shown itself with a rapidly restructuring sector, moving away from larger manufacturing plants to a large network of informal contracting to small precarious contracting shops (Fair Wages and Working Conditions for Homeworkers, 1991: 7).

The present shape of the Canadian clothing industry is best described as a pyramid designed to lower labour costs. A small group of manufacturers resides at the top of this pyramid. In Canada, the number of manufacturers who control the entire clothing production process,\(^5\) employing workers on a permanent basis, is steadily decreasing since it is easier to cut costs when a limited degree of production is performed on the premises of one firm. To fill the gap left by manufacturers, jobbers who do little production are beginning to dominate the top rung of the pyramid. The primary role of jobbers is to design clothing and buy textiles for production carried out by contractors, subcontractors and homeworkers.

\(^5\)Under some circumstances, manufacturers may contract-out a portion of production to registered homeworkers to supplement production in busy periods. However, in exceptional cases, jobbers may also employ workers to cut clothing.
The trend is towards pure jobbing and the creation of what has been described as the "hollow corporation"\(^6\), where no actual production is done on the premises of the manufacturer (Fair Wages and Working Conditions For Homeworkers Coalition: 6).

In the Canadian clothing industry, the equivalent of the "hollow corporation" is the firm which runs purely by jobbing. In this type of operation, decision-making regarding design and the selection of contractors is highly centralized.

The second rung of the clothing production pyramid is occupied by contractors who act as middle people. The firms they run tend to employ fewer than thirty workers to cut and assemble clothing. In some cases, a contractor may employ as few as two workers to cut fabric, and may contract-out the remainder of production to subcontractors or homeworkers (Fair Wages and Working Conditions for Homeworkers, 1991:7).

The base of the pyramid is occupied by homeworkers. Homeworkers may be engaged by either manufacturers, jobbers, large contractors or subcontractors yet, to obscure the connection between established manufacturers and homeworkers, it is less common to find homeworkers directly employed by large contractors. These workers rarely receive benefits, nor are they completely covered by provincial Employment Standards Acts, yet they are generally responsible for providing their own machinery, paying overhead and delivering finished goods (Galt, 1992: A1; Leach, 1993: 68,76). Most homeworkers work at piece rates\(^7\), that is they are paid by the number of goods they produce rather than by an hourly rate. As a result, they rarely receive the minimum wage (ILGWU 1993: 5; Cameron and Mak, 1992: 5). Since it is virtually impossible to trace

---

\(^6\) Swasti Mitter recently coined the term "hollow corporation" to depict firms in goods producing industries that contract-out production to small operations and homeworkers (Mitter, 1988: 112).

\(^7\) Both factory-based and home-based clothing production are organized on a piece-work basis. With respect to factory-based production, there are industry wide standards for measuring piece-work. Specifically, the type of clothing, materials, design and weight factor into piece-rate equations. Generally, clothing workers' unions negotiate programmed piece-rates into their contracts. Although piece-work is also the dominant mode of production for homeworkers, industry wide standards rarely apply to these workers. However, there are a few exceptions to this rule. Piece-rates for registered homeworkers, who obtain work directly from an established firm, are often identical to those established by their co-workers in the factory setting. The problem is that few homeworkers are registered (Personal Communication, Effrie Giacobbo ACTWU, December 17, 1992).
which designers engage homeworkers, it is difficult to estimate how many homeworkers exist in this industry. Also, since there are no official records accounting for homeworkers in Canada, the state effectively deems homeworkers "de facto unemployed" (Leach: 76).

Indeed, the emergence of this pyramid of jobbing, contracting, factory assembly and homework in the Canadian clothing industry has numerous consequences. For independent contractors, these include the fragmentation of production and the centralization of decision-making in larger firms or among jobbers. This situation limits the control small firms have over design and manufacturing. For workers, the repercussions of the expansion of the production pyramid are also serious. To avoid the creation of unions and to avert provincial labour standards, which are often based on the number of workers in a firm, independent contracting firms are decreasing in size. The case of Ontario is particularly striking. In this province, 77% of the clothing industry consists of factories with fewer than 20 workers and 43% of the industry is made up of factories employing fewer than four workers (ILGWU, 1993:7). Rates of unionization inside clothing factories are also dropping. Since the implementation of the FTA, forty-two unionized factories have closed in Canada (ILGWU, 1993: 7). The closure of unionized factories exemplifies the trend towards informalization, be it the creation of non-standard forms of work such as homework, and the emergence of small independent contracting firms in this industry.

B. Clothing Manufacturing In The U.S.

Structurally, American clothing production is very similar to Canadian clothing production.\(^8\) Still, important differences exist, such as the geographic dispersal of clothing production in the U.S., which exhibits the degree to which American clothing

---

\(^8\)As well, the composition of workers in this industry mirrors the Canadian case. In the U.S., seventy-six percent of all clothing workers are women the majority of whom are first generation Americans (The National Labour Committee, 1992: 38).
firms rely on domestic textile firms, and the significant presence of TNCs in the industry. Consequently, it is useful to examine characteristics which distinguish American clothing production from Canadian clothing production.

In the U.S., the clothing industry was initially concentrated in the northern states. However, geographic features of American clothing production are transforming as formal clothing employment declines in fashion centres like Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania. The four states in which clothing employment grew in the last decade are Kentucky, Wisconsin, Iowa and California. In 1991, California overtook New York as the largest American centre for clothing employment (Mazur, 1992: 3). This is especially significant since almost the entire Californian clothing industry is confined to the Los Angeles area rather than dispersed throughout the state (Starobin and Mankoff, 1992: 12). This geographical restructuring may be attributed to lower rates of unionization and the absence of a minimum wage in many right-to-work states or simply to the fact that, "contractors tend to cluster in areas where there is a plentiful labor supply, particularly among women and minorities," who are the backbone of the clothing industry (Starobin and Mankoff: 16).

While small clothing firms are prevalent in the American clothing industry, as they are in Canada, a number of clothing TNCs are also based in the U.S. Distinct from the Canadian case, the most significant trend in the U.S. clothing pyramid is a "vanishing middle". A group of American-based clothing TNCs are maintaining their strength, and operations which were once medium-sized are transforming into highly specialized

---

9Employment data on fashion centres like New York, however, may be somewhat misleading because of the inability of statisticians to account for the work performed by homeworkers engaged by contractors. Statistics illustrating the decline of employment in the clothing industry in New York may be more of an indication of the growth of its informal economy than a transfer of employment to the south. Nevertheless, both the growth of the informal clothing sector in New York and the growth of clothing employment in states with low labour standards point to two sides of the same trend. Clothing manufacturing in the U.S. is becoming an increasingly low-wage industry with lower rates of unionization.
contracting firms in order to survive. Also, clothing TNCs are now urged to take advantage of outward processing zones in the Caribbean Basin and Central America\textsuperscript{10} by state officials. For example, past American Presidents Ronald Reagan and George Bush both publicly endorsed the creation of outward processing zones in these regions.

In a speech delivered by George Bush when he was Vice-President, he stated:

\begin{quote}
The U.S. is willing to put its commitment to free trade in action through the one-way Free Trade area proposal of CBI. The success of our Free Trade Area proposal will dramatically prove the following truth: that free trade is indispensable to world prosperity" (George Bush, 1982).
\end{quote}

This type of political pressure is also prompting medium-sized American contracting firms to downsize (The National Labour Committee: 40).

C. Clothing Manufacturing In Mexico

The Mexican clothing industry shares many structural features with its Canadian and American counterparts. It is a labour-intensive and low wage industry which primarily engages women workers. Production in this sector resembles the structure of the Canadian and American clothing production pyramids, yet homework is more prevalent in Mexico (La Botz, 1992: 29; Nadeau, 1992: 154; Alonso, 1983: 163). In addition, the Mexican clothing industry is shaped by unique domestic political and economic realities. Its development reflects a two-tiered process centering on the industrialization of regions in close proximity to the U.S. border and the growth of a large informal clothing industry in the Mexican interior.

Prior to 1965, the Mexican clothing industry was inward-oriented. It primarily aimed to meet the needs of the domestic market. In 1965, many Mexican manufacturers began to embark on joint export ventures with American-based TNCs, building factories in

\textsuperscript{10}For visual evidence of the appeal of Caribbean Basin and Central American countries as outward processing zones suitable for U.S. clothing manufacturing, please refer to the samples of industry advertisements in Appendix 2.
border zones called Maquiladoras. These ventures emerged from an influx of foreign
direct investment (FDI) which grew out of the Mexican governments' Border
Industrialization Plan (BIP) (Dillman, 1983: 31; Sklair, 1989: 9). To this day,
Maquiladora zones continue to serve as key locations for Mexican export processing in
clothing, which primarily involves assembling items of clothing from foreign produced and pre-cut clothing fabrics. In metropolises like Mexico City, maquila work rarely occurs in export-processing activities (Beneria, 1989: 175). Rather, women clothing workers in these regions primarily gear production to domestic consumption. With the commencement of industrialization in border regions and with small-scale domestic production prevalent in Mexico City and its suburbs, two different centres of clothing production began to co-exist in Mexico. One focused on the production of clothing for export and the other geared production to the domestic market. However, they both relied on a somewhat similar labour pool. The existence of these two centres of production affect the structure and composition of the Mexican clothing industry. As well, they influence its intra-sectoral relations with the American clothing industry under the Special Regime, which will be discussed below.

D. Similarities and Differences in Canadian, American and Mexican Clothing Sectors

The Canadian, American and Mexican clothing industries are all labour-intensive, low prestige industries with low standards relative to other manufacturing sectors in each country. Each industry is intricately tied into the web of international clothing

11 The majority of foreign produced inputs used in Mexican export processing originate in the US due to the favourable export provisions set out in the Special Regime.
12 Most women workers in these regions are migrants (Tronco, 1987: 92).
13 Many clothing workshops in the Mexican interior are home-based and workers are unregistered. The smallest home-based clothing workshop is run by one seamstress, with occasional help from her children. In the largest type of home-based workshop, a woman acts as the manager of several permanent seamstresses and apprentices (Alonso: 163-164; La Botz, 1992: 29).
subcontracting. Women workers predominate in all three clothing industries. Similarly, in Canada and the U.S., immigrant women constitute a sizable percentage of clothing workers and, in the Mexican Maquiladoras, a high percentage of women clothing workers are migrants. In all three cases, workers engaged in clothing production are among the most marginalized groups of women in each society. Another striking similarity is the lax means by which existing labour standards are applied to their respective clothing industries. In Canada and the U.S., small firms can minimize state-imposed factory standards by employing fewer than fifty people. In Mexico, standards are unenforceable due to the large numbers of unregistered homeworkers in the informal economy. These similarities ensure that clothing production remains highly competitive throughout North America.

Despite the striking similarities in the structure and composition of these three industries, two key features distinguish Mexican clothing production from Canadian and American clothing production. First, clothing produced in Mexico for domestic consumption takes place in large metropolises and their suburbs where home-based workshops are the norm, while export-oriented clothing manufacturing primarily takes place in factories in the Maquiladoras. Second, although the shape of the Mexican industry is pyramid-like, several varieties of homework exist in Mexico which are not yet common in Canada and the U.S. Other structural differences also exist among the three industries. For instance, American-based clothing TNCs are a formidable presence in the Maquiladoras and in some U.S. states, yet small independent contracting firms dominate Canadian production. As well, while Canadian firms are recognized for high quality wool clothing derived from European inputs, this is less the case in both the U.S. and Mexico.
III. Textile Manufacturing In Canada, The United States And Mexico

Unlike in clothing production, the foci of the Canadian, American and Mexican textile industries differ in many respects. Several issues regarding these differences are relevant to an investigation of the relations within and between clothing and textile industries in the three countries. They revolve around ownership, the degree of specialization in each industry and the ability of firms to operate in an environment where production is decentralized. Since these issues will affect the future of production in the three industries and their relationships with domestic clothing manufacturers, they require investigation.

A. Textile Manufacturing In Canada

The textile industry is one of the oldest manufacturing industries in Canada. Concentrated in Ontario and Quebec, it consists of over one thousand establishments, many of which modernized between 1975 and 1985 (Ministry of Industry Science and Technology, 1991: 113). As alluded to previously, textile and clothing production may be interdependent in a given nation yet this is not universally the case. Historically, the Canadian textile and clothing industries were highly interdependent. However, with the development of petroleum-based and other chemically-based textile products and increasing demands for specialization under the FTA, the interdependence of these two Canadian industries is fading.

The present strategy in the Canadian textile industry is to consolidate production in textile products industries where chemically-based inputs and synthetic fibres are utilized and where the industry may rely on North American inputs. Although the standard industrial classification index (SIC) indicates that Canadian textile production is now
concentrated in textile products industries, transportation equipment industries and primary textiles industries, the proportion of production devoted to buyers in the domestic clothing industry is rapidly declining (Ministry of Industry, Science and Technology: 111). Larger textile firms, be they Canadian-based or foreign-owned TNCs, are shutting down or relocating operations which once served the domestic clothing industry. For example, C.H. Hantho, the president of Dominion Textile, justified the recent closure of a subsidiary, Dominion Fabrics Company, in Canada in his annual report as "a hard decision based on market pressures for consolidation" (Hantho, October 1992: 5). As well, many small and medium-scale independent Canadian textile firms geared to yarn or fabric production are also closing. These firms do not directly benefit from capital mobility or fragmented production processes since they employ small numbers of workers and since production-runs are generally short.

There are two additional reasons why the Canadian textile industry is consolidating production in textile products industries. First, foreign ownership dominates these industries. This is reflected by "the significant presence of foreign-based multi-national enterprises in the Canadian petrochemical complex" (Ministry of Industry, Science and Technology: 112). Textile TNCs, with operations in Canada, favour concentration in this subsector since Canada has a comparative advantage in textile products industries, due to its raw resources. More generally, consolidation is highly advantageous for TNCs since it promotes geographically dispersed production as well as specialization and it prevents duplication.

Second, while textile subsectors, such as the primary textile industries geared toward clothing production, are not vertically integrated, vertical integration exists in

---

14 Textile products industries include felt product industries, fibre processing industries, carpet, mat and rug industries, canvas and related products industries, narrow fabrics industries, contract textile dyeing industries, household products industries, hygiene products industries and tire cord fabric industries.
15 Effie Giacobbo, of the Canadian branch of the ACTWU, indicates that in the last four years the majority of small and medium-sized textile firms which closed Canadian operations formerly produced fabric and yarns geared to Canadian clothing production (Personal communication, December 17, 1992)
textile products industries: "The latter group of producers tend to have larger, more integrated operations with a high degree of linkage vertically from fibres through to retail" (Ministry Of Industry Science and Technology: 114; CTMI, 1992a). Vertical integration is highly advantageous to textile TNCs since it facilitates ties between branch plant operations in related industries. Along with the availability of North American inputs for production in this subsector, these two factors inevitably make textile products industries strategically important to the Canadian textile sector. Conversely, opportunities for growth in primary textiles industries are finite (Textile and Clothing Board, 1989: 4). Therefore, future prospects for interdependence between the Canadian clothing and textile industries are minimal.

B. Textile Manufacturing In The U.S.

The American textile industry is quite distinct from Canadian and Mexican textile industries in its size, level of technological innovation and scope of production. While the Canadian textile industry began to modernize earlier than its American counterpart, in the late eighties and early nineties, the U.S. overtook the Canadian industry with regard to innovation (Ministry of Industry, Science and Technology: 113). As a result, the American textile industry is the most sophisticated in North America.

American textile manufacturing is also more diversified than Canadian and Mexican textile manufacturing, although a significant degree of attention is devoted to fabric production for buyers in domestic and foreign clothing industries. Beginning in 1963, primary textile operations geared to fabric production for the domestic clothing

---

16The American textile industry is ten times the size of its Canadian counterpart (Barry and Swanson, 1993: 132). In 1993, 4,787 textile companies operated out of the U.S. and 6,412 plants existed within its borders (American Textile Institute, April 1993: 1).

17Plant and equipment spending and weaving machine productivity corroborate this assertion. In the U.S., in 1992, $2.25 billion were spent on equipment in the industry and weaving productivity increased to 17.7 sq. yards per loom hour, an increase of 23.9% over the previous year (American Textile Institute, 1992: 1).
industry experienced considerable concentration, enabling them to remain a vibrant part of the American textile industry. Consequently, the American clothing industry is the largest single consumer of American textiles (Truchil: 120). Textile enterprises which produce fabric for the clothing industry include cotton, human-made fibre and silk knitting and weaving mills as well as finishing plants for human-made fibres, silk and women's hosiery products (Toyne, 1984: 74). The majority of these mills have low rates of unionization and the sexual division of labour is especially marked within firms where fabric is produced for clothing firms (Truchil: 4).

Another important feature of the American textile industry, which affects both the structure and strength of the primary textile subsector, is its recent geographic shift from the north to the south. Prior to World War II, textile mills were highly concentrated in the northern states. However, lax labour standards in many southern states, increasing international competition, southern cotton production and the growing popularity of fabric blends induced industrial migration among primary textile producers in the seventies. Initially, this relocation did not improve profits since buyers of primary textiles, particularly clothing firms, were located in the north. An increase in transportation costs became the trade-off for lower labour costs. However, transportation costs are dropping since clothing manufacturing is burgeoning in California and Florida (Mazur, 1992: 3; Fernandez-Kelly and Garcia, 1989).

The American textile industry will continue to produce a more diverse range of textile goods than the Canadian or Mexican textile industries. However, with the adoption of multi-lateral free trade initiatives, the primary textile subsector will likely grow even stronger since production geared to its domestic clothing industry is stable and since Canadian and Mexican firms will increasingly rely on American-made fabrics. In addition, American primary textile industries appear to be exploring new export markets. In its brief to the Congressional hearings on the NAFTA, the American Textile Manufacturing Institute (ATMI) indicates that there is a growing demand for American
clothing fabrics, especially denim, in the Mexican market (ATMI, 1992: 1). International demand for American made primary textiles will undoubtedly strengthen this subsector. Thus the American textile industry is an excellent position compared to Canada and Mexico in its domestic fabric production.

C. Textile Manufacturing In Mexico

The evolution of the Mexican textile industry was significantly shaped by the exploration of Mexico’s raw-resource base and an influential state-led economic development strategy initiated by the de la Madrid administration. Over the last three decades, the Mexican textile industry experienced highly asymmetrical growth. It is characterized by the existence of a rapidly expanding textile products subsector, which consumes numerous inputs from the national petrochemical industry, and by the relative weakness of the fabric producing textile subsector. Hence, in examining the possibilities for expansion in the textile industry, particular attention must be devoted to Mexico’s petrochemical industry since the fate of the textile products subsector is so closely tied to it.

Aside from examining the present trends in Mexican petrochemical production, factors contributing to the frailty of the primary textiles industries also require some investigation. The central reason for the apparent weakness of this subsector relates to the structure of the clothing industry in Mexico. As previously noted, Mexican clothing production geared for export is based in EPZs. Bi-lateral tariff reduction arrangements, like the Special Regime between the U.S. and Mexico, are chiefly designed to take advantage of low Mexican wage rates and the availability of young women workers to perform assembly tasks. These agreements do not create a demand for locally produced fabrics since Mexican factory workers are primarily hired to assemble clothing from American-made fabrics. Hence, tariff-reduction agreements prevent a consolidated
export-oriented primary textiles subsector, one which could serve both the needs of clothing export assembly plants and domestic clothing producers, from emerging in Mexico. Accordingly, although fabric production takes place in Mexico, buyers of domestically produced fabrics tend to be contractors, subcontractors and homeworkers geared to the domestic market. Due to increased competition with operations in the U.S., it is difficult for domestic Mexican fabric producers to afford new, sophisticated equipment in order to expand production (Martinez de Ita, August 1992: 20-22).

Possibilities for expansion in other Mexican textile subsectors, are more promising. In the early eighties, the government introduced an export-led growth strategy which targeted specific industries for development. At this juncture, the petrochemical industry, and secondary manufacturing industries it generates, such as key textile subsectors, were labeled growth industries (de Maria y Campos, 1987: 74; de Castro and Christianson, 1992: 98). The selection of the petrochemical industry represented an attempt on the part of the government to promote vertical integration throughout the entire petrochemical-complex and bolster valued-added production in secondary petrochemical industries (Galbraith, 1987: 88).

With the inception of this strategic economic plan, the petrochemical industry and secondary textile subsectors began to rely on costly foreign-made equipment. However, much of the investment in capital-intensive equipment is only currently feasible because of FDI from American sources (de Castro and Christianson: 88, 99). One indication of the presence of foreign firms in the secondary Mexican petrochemical industries, which mirrors the Canadian experience, is that the majority of polyester, filament, synthetic and artificial fibre exports originate from branch plant operations of large TNCs. A recent study by Kurt Unger established that Celanese Mexicana and Dupont produced 53.5% and 17% of Mexican polyester respectively, B.F. Goodrich produced approximately 9.7% of Mexican filaments, Celanese Mexicana produced 87.5% of Mexican cellulose acetate yarns, B.F. Goodrich produced 36.9% of discontinued Mexican synthetic fibres and
Celanese Mexicana and B.F. Goodrich produced 37.6% and 4% of Mexican synthetic and artificial fibres respectively (Unger, 1991: 238-40). The importance of FDI to the petrochemical industries and related secondary industries, and the prominence of branch plants whose parent firms are rarely Mexican, suggest that the state will continue to support key textile subsectors.

Mexican primary textile industries are liable to decline in the future since investment prospects are limited and since Latin American and Caribbean Basin countries are becoming increasingly involved in fabric and clothing production (See Appendix 2). In the case of TNC-dominated textile production relying on petrochemical inputs, future expansion is much more likely. The force with which Mexico and other nations are "intruding onto national markets of the very corporations which originally built them," is quite remarkable (Clairmonte and Cavanagh, 1981: 120).

D. Similarities and Differences in Canadian, American and Mexican Textile Sectors

In conclusion, the Canadian, American and Mexican textile industries are experiencing two common trends. Each industry is streamlining production and TNCs are increasingly prominent in all three sectors. However, while the American textile industry maintains its global prominence in fabric production, Canadian and Mexican fabric producers are declining. Successful textile operations in Canada tend to focus on textile products, derived primarily from synthetic inputs. Similarly state-sanctioned growth in the Mexican petrochemical industry is prompting investment and expansion in textile subsectors requiring primarily petrochemical inputs. Potentially, this could induce competition between Canadian and Mexican textile producers. At present, production in the three countries does not seriously overlap. However, in the future, while the American textile industry is poised to cater to the largest diversity of end markets, Canada and Mexico may cater to fewer end markets.
IV. Intra-Sectoral and Inter-Sectoral Relations in Clothing and Textile Industries

Conditions in clothing and textile production in Canada, the U.S. and Mexico reflect formal and informal ties between these industries. Through the foregoing analysis of both industries in each country and supplementary information regarding trading patterns between the three parties, four relationships appear to contribute to the present vulnerability of the Canadian clothing industry. The purpose of this section is to synthesize information concerning these relationships in order to illustrate how they affect the stability of the Canadian clothing industry. Its findings have important implications for the textual analysis undertaken in chapter four.18

A. Intra-Sectoral Relations Within Canadian and American Clothing and Textile Industries

Intra-sectoral relations between the Canadian and American textile and clothing industries vary considerably. Conditioned by factors such as the existence of TNCs, the presence or absence of vertical integration and geographic issues, close ties exist between Canadian and American textile industries while strong competition prevails between the two clothing industries.

i) Textiles

The close relationship between the Canadian and American textile industries exists for two central reasons. First, the same large TNCs dominate in both markets.19 As a result, textile operations in each nation, particularly subsidiaries of foreign companies, have a stake in the success of sister firms located in the other nation. Such reciprocal relationships evolve since most sizeable firms are reliant on intra-firm trade. Second, textile industries in Canada and the U.S. have complementary product lines; as previously articulated, the Canadian industry specializes in synthetic fibre production for the textile

19 Examples of such TNCs include Celanese, Dominion Textile and DuPont.
products subsector and the American industry concentrates a notable amount of production in the primary textiles subsector to serve American clothing producers. This combination of factors contributes to the relatively harmonious relations between Canada and the U.S. in the sphere of textile production.

The official policies of the Canadian Textile Manufacturers Institute (CTMI) and the ATMI, two powerful industrial lobby groups, toward the NAFTA are evidence of the co-operation which characterizes textile industry relations between the two countries. Manufacturers in both industries advocate highly liberalized trade. On behalf of their respective constituencies, both the executive director of the ATMI and the president of CTMI, stridently endorsed the NAFTA prior to its adoption (Canadian Textile Manufacturers Institute, August 1992: 4; Crawford, August 1992: 34).

ii) Clothing

In contrast to the co-operation evident in the relationship between Canadian and American textile manufacturers, the two clothing industries actively compete for similar consumer markets. Competition prevails despite the fact that production in the Canadian clothing industry is relatively specialized, while the American clothing industry manufactures for a more diverse end market. The reasons for the intensity of competition are fourfold. First, production pyramids in both industries are remarkably similar. Second, both industries face the same competitive international clothing trading environment. Third, small and medium-sized manufacturers, jobbers, contractors and subcontractors, in both markets, have little or no connection with one another in the two nations (Gannage, 1988: 397; Mazur, 1992: 2). The existence of independent clothing producers prevents the two industries from seeking common goals and promoting complementary production. This situation contrasts with the relationship between the Canadian and American textile industries. Fourth, and finally, sizable American-based clothing TNCs benefiting from eased capital mobility and centralized decision-making have limited connections to Canadian contractors. Instead they target Mexico and a
select group of countries in the Caribbean Basin for contracting work since wage rates in these regions are quite low (See for examples: The National Labour Committee, 1992; Diaz-Briquets and Weintraub, 1991). Thus, competition between the two industries may grow.

B. Inter-Sectoral Relations in Canadian and American Clothing and Textile Industries

Inter-sectoral relations between clothing and textile industries are much stronger in the U.S. than those in Canada. Ironically, the Canadian textile industry has far more interests in common with the American textile industry than the Canadian clothing industry. This aggravates tensions between Canadian clothing and textile industries, and serves to further isolate the Canadian clothing industry.

i) American Clothing and Textile Industries

The American clothing and textile industries are highly interdependent. American textile manufacturers rely on domestic clothing producers to serve as their primary group of consumers. Conversely, American clothing manufacturers, be they TNCs or independent producers, draw a significant percentage of their inputs from American textile firms. Geographic trends in these two industries illustrate their interdependence. While the bulk of American clothing production was formerly concentrated in northern states, a large portion of assembly now takes place in California and Florida due to the shift in primary textile production to southern states. To encourage strong ties between the two industries, in some instances, large American-based TNCs also invest in both textile and clothing production.

An illustration of the common interests between the two American industries is the mutually supportive roles they played in the NAFTA negotiation process. For example, officials in the American clothing industry openly questioned Canada's right to adjust its own tariffs on fabrics originating outside the free trade area, in defense of both its own
interests and the interests of the American textile industry (Canadian Apparel Manufacturers Institute, August 12, 1992: 1). Eventually, these two industries endorsed the NAFTA text, suggesting that they both share an interest in restricting the importation of high quality fabrics from Europe to Canada.

ii) Canadian Textile and Clothing Manufacturers

Canadian clothing manufacturers do not rely on Canadian-made fabric inputs. Rather, especially in the case of high quality wool clothing production, they require foreign inputs, the majority of which originate in Europe. In contrast, the Canadian textile industry draws many of its inputs from Canada's rich resource base to produce industrial textile products such as carpets, auto-parts and institutional goods. Since the two industries depend on different geographic sources for their primary inputs and since the Canadian textile industry, which is dominated by foreign TNCs, does not cater to the clothing industry by producing a variety of fabrics, they are prevented from being vertically integrated. These factors lead the two industries to differ over the degree of foreign access Canadian industry requires in order to obtain necessary inputs for production; the Canadian textile industry can flourish using North American inputs while the Canadian clothing industry relies more heavily on non-North American fibres. This limits the range and scope of shared interests existing between the two industries, especially regarding trade liberalization.

The divergent stands the Canadian textile and clothing industries took over the NAFTA indicate that the Canadian textile industry has more in common with its American counterpart than the domestic clothing industry. Prior to the adoption of the NAFTA, officials in the clothing industry indicated that Canada will, "have to sacrifice its apparel industry as part of the price for obtaining a NAFTA" (Canadian Apparel Manufacturers Institute, August 12, 1992: 1). In sharp contrast, officials in the Canadian textile industry confidently claimed, "we are not threatened by either free trade or NAFTA" (Crawford: 34). Furthermore, in recent press releases
and background information regarding free trade, the CTMI neglected to acknowledge the potential for further decline in Canadian clothing production under the NAFTA (CTMI, 1992).

Divergent political objectives clearly produced tensions between these two Canadian industries, which were once highly interdependent. The result was that the Canadian clothing industry was unable to gain support from either the Canadian textile industry or from the two U.S. industries.

C. Intra-Sectoral Relations Between American and Mexican Clothing Firms

From the initial development of export-oriented plants along the U.S.-Mexican border in the sixties to the emergence of large-scale EPZs, the U.S. and Mexico have a history of relatively harmonious trade relations in clothing (Dillman, 1983: 31). Currently, strong relations between the two countries also prevail due to the interdependence of American clothing and textile industries and the availability of low wage labour in Mexico. One indication of the favourable U.S.-Mexican trading climate is the existence of the Special Regime. Facilitated by the Multi-Fibre Arrangement (MFA)20, this four year agreement induced considerable economic benefits for each nation. It enabled American fabric manufacturers to maintain their competitive edge, and it permitted most finishing, cutting and forming jobs in the clothing industry to be retained in the U.S., while Mexico gained direct access to the American clothing industry and

---

20The MFA was first negotiated in 1973. Originally designed to apply discriminatory rules to 'developing countries' and some Eastern European countries, regarding textile and clothing trade, it sharply contradicts the principle of non-discrimination which members of GATT must abide by. In order to protect mature markets, the arrangement permits importing industrialized countries to impose certain penalties on exporters from industrializing countries. Furthermore, it also established a textile surveillance body to monitor the textile trading practices of its signatories and explore disputes between countries. Since its inception, the MFA has been revised several times. One condition, which was added to the MFA in 1977, directly influences current trade relations between the U.S. and Mexico. After the implementation of the revised MFA, the countries involved were permitted to engage in bilateral agreements that could include provisions which reasonably depart from elements of the MFA (Chou et al., 1985:18). The Special Regime is an example of one such bilateral agreement, since it allows Mexico to export textile and clothing goods produced from American formed and cut fabrics at favoured rates of duty. For more information regarding the treatment of the MFA under the NAFTA see Appendix 3.
enhanced access to the American market. From a Canadian perspective, however, the establishment of the Special Regime further weakened prospects for co-operation between the Canadian and American clothing industries and the Canadian and Mexican clothing industry.

One illustration of the "success" of this agreement is that, with the inception of the Special Regime, the U.S. eliminated quotas on fifty-two items and expanded quotas by approximately 25% on all remaining textile and clothing goods (Hufbauer and Schott, 1992: 272). The pre-existing Special Regime, and the consequent investment in EPZs it promoted, places the American textile and clothing industries and the Mexican clothing industry in an ideal position to improve upon their co-operative trade efforts via the NAFTA. If official objectives in the NAFTA negotiation process are any indication, this relationship is quite solid. In the Dallas Round of the NAFTA negotiations, Mexican and U.S. negotiators made it clear that the two countries shared numerous interests in the sphere of textile and clothing trade. In particular, Mexican negotiators indicated, by their minimal demands, that they favoured American proposals for North American clothing trade (North American Free Trade Agreement: Dallas Composite, February 1991: Article 301)

Furthermore, in nearly every case, Mexico supported American amendments to provisions regarding clothing trade undermining Canadian objections to several provisions in the NAFTA. Clearly, the highly interdependent relationships between American clothing and textile industries and the Mexican clothing industry perpetuate the vulnerability of independent Canadian clothing manufacturers.

D. Canadian-Mexican Trade: Forecast For Future Instability in the Canadian Clothing Industry

Trade relations between Canada and Mexico in clothing and textiles are virtually non-existent. Mexico is currently one of Canada's smallest trading partners in both these sectors. In both Canada and Mexico, the majority of clothing and textile exports are
destined to the U.S. Hence, the most salient feature of the relationship between the two nations is their shared interest in the American market. In the case of Mexican-American relations, the close ties between clothing producers in the two countries are profitable because of the large Mexican labour force, low transportation costs from border regions and the existence of EPZs. Conversely, prevailing conditions such as geographical limitations and dissimilar labour standards prevent Canada and Mexico from embarking upon a profitable trade strategy involving clothing manufacturing. Thus, the close U.S.-Mexican trading relationship in clothing seriously impedes opportunities for improved clothing trade between Canada and Mexico.

Bearing these relationships in mind, two further questions arise: Is there a possibility that Canadian and Mexican textile manufacturers could co-operate with each other in the future? If so, could co-operation between the two textile industries bolster the Canadian clothing industry? Mexican textile production lags behind Canadian textile production in technological know-how and capital intensity. However, Mexico and Canada each have an attractive raw resource base and both countries rely on FDI. Initially, the possibility for enhanced FDI led both industries to opt for capital-intensive production as opposed to more traditional modes of production common to primary textile manufacturing geared to buyers in the clothing industry. Since both Canadian and Mexican textile industries draw on human-made and petrochemical inputs, opportunities for co-operation are limited. Rather, competition between the two textile industries may grow in ensuing decades. Also, if Canada and Mexico proceed with their present strategies for consolidation in synthetic fibre and textile products industries, the U.S. will remain the locus of North American fabric production. This will prevent the emergence of any sort of co-ordinated clothing production strategy between Canada and Mexico.

21 In 1991, Canada exported $284 million worth of clothing to the U.S., while it only exported $3.3 million to Mexico (Barry and Swanson, 1993).
Conclusion

The objective of this chapter was to assess relationships between Canadian, American and Mexican clothing and textile industries to explain why the Canadian clothing industry faces an uncertain future. To fulfill this aim, it commenced by differentiating between clothing and textile manufacturing industries. It then compared clothing production and in textile production in the three nations. Clothing production in Canada, the U.S. and Mexico proved remarkably similar. In each country it is characterized by a pyramid-like production structure and the preponderance of immigrant and migrant women workers. In contrast to clothing production, while textile production is quite distinct in all three nations, Canada and Mexico appear to be consolidating production in related textile subsectors.

Similarities in North American clothing production contribute to the vulnerability of the Canadian clothing industry. Simultaneously, differences in North American textile production prevent Canada from sustaining a stable clothing industry based on interdependence between domestic textile and clothing firms. Taken together, these variables also create four intra-sectoral and inter-sectoral relations that endanger the Canadian clothing industry. First, strong ties between the American and Canadian textile industries isolate the Canadian clothing industry. Second, these ties contribute to mounting tensions between Canadian textile and clothing manufacturers, their strained relations contrast with the strong links between American textile and clothing firms. Third, American fabric and clothing producers and Mexican clothing producers represent a powerful force in the global clothing industry that undermines the ability of Canadian clothing firms to compete. Fourth, Canada and Mexico have essentially no history of trade in clothing or textiles and prevailing conditions prevent the two countries from substantively altering their relationship. With the continued implementation of trade agreements, these relationships will merely solidify.
The four industrial relationships explored herein influence the construction of regional trade agreements. This becomes increasingly apparent in the following chapter where the importance of these relationships is underscored by analyzing concrete terms of the NAFTA. Accordingly, as a result of its isolated position, the Canadian clothing industry will experience severe instability under the NAFTA relative to the American and Mexican clothing industries.
Chapter 4.

Dye?: Outcomes Of The NAFTA Text For The Canadian Clothing Industry
The explicit aim of the NAFTA, as its title implies, is to foster "free" trade between Canada, the United States and Mexico. However, the NAFTA is misnamed. While it may be true that trade is liberalized in some sectors, in others, the NAFTA leads to heightened protectionism. Despite the introduction of universal sectoral trade rules within certain sectors, protectionist outcomes often arise due to differences in the scope of production in domestic industries. Also, special terms of the agreement explicitly target specific industries within certain sectors. Whether liberalization or protectionism characterizes a chapter of the NAFTA relates to industrial relationships specific to the sector in question. Chapter three examined current conditions in clothing and textile production in Canada, the U.S. and Mexico as well as important dynamics within and between these industries which influence trade among the three nations. It concluded that intra-sectoral and inter-sectoral relations between clothing and textile industries in the three countries contribute to isolating the Canadian clothing manufacturing industry. This chapter consists of a detailed analysis of the NAFTA text to establish concrete examples which demonstrate that the Canadian clothing industry is harmed by the agreement. By placing the NAFTA within the context of two bilateral trade agreements that predate it, the Canada-U.S. FTA and the Special Regime, it exhibits how intra-sectoral and inter-sectoral relationships appear to influence the outcomes of the deal.

The NAFTA alters rules of trade in clothing and textile producing sectors beyond existing bilateral arrangements. The new rules are of great consequence. In this chapter, I take a four part approach to illustrate the discriminatory nature of rules governing clothing trade between the three countries. First, since clothing and textile trade are dealt with in the same chapter of the NAFTA, similar provisions applicable to these two sectors

1While the focus of this chapter is to demonstrate that the NAFTA is not necessarily a "free" trade agreement, in doing so, I do not intend to imply that "true" free trade (i.e. unfettered trade) is a good thing for the Canadian clothing industry.

are outlined. An examination of these provisions points to the distinct implications, induced by similar terms of the agreement, for Canadian clothing and textiles industries. Second, provisions applicable to textile trade yet absent for clothing trade, as well as terms of trade unique to clothing, are described recognizing the web of industrial relations explored in chapter 3. Third, the tacit extension of the Special Regime between Mexico and the United States is highlighted. Fourth, I conclude the chapter by re-examining the impact of intra-sectoral and inter-sectoral relationships on the NAFTA text to assess the potential consequences of the agreement for women workers in the Canadian clothing industry. Together, these four sections demonstrate that concrete NAFTA provisions undermine the future stability of the Canadian clothing industry.

I. NAFTA Provisions Applicable to Clothing and Textile Trade

On first reading of the chapter devoted to clothing and textile trade, entitled Textile and Apparel Goods: Appendix 300-B, provisions applicable to both goods-producing sectors appear similar. Namely, Rules of Origin, TRQs, TPLS and the Duty Drawback may create the illusion that clothing and textile trade are treated equitably and consistently in the agreement. This masks the vulnerability of the Canadian clothing industry under the NAFTA. In reality, a close reading of the agreement demonstrates that rules governing clothing and textile trade are differentiated in the NAFTA despite the similarly structured provisions which apply to each industry.

A. Rules Of Origin

Rules of Origin establish whether a good is produced within the free trade area and, hence, is subject to favourable trading privileges. Chapter four of the NAFTA dictates that goods which are, "wholly obtained or produced in the territory of one or more parties," originate in the free trade area (North American Free Trade Agreement 4-1). However, if non-originating goods, which are used or consumed in the processing or
assembly of goods in one or more countries, undergo an appropriate change in tariff classification, they are treated as originating goods. In addition to these universal Rules of Origin, sector-specific rules governing the origin of goods apply to a select group of industries. In both clothing and textile trade, these sector-specific rules are highly restrictive in contrast to the Rules of Origin first implemented in the Canada-U.S. FTA. However, while the implications of these new rules are modest for Canadian textile producers, they threaten the very existence of the Canadian clothing industry.

Sector-specific rules governing textile trade under the NAFTA demand that cotton and human made spun yarns be produced from cotton grown in Canada and/or the U.S. and/or Mexico and human-made fibres be derived from Canadian, American and/or Mexican inputs. Furthermore, knitted cotton fabrics must be manufactured from domestically-produced yarns, derived from North American grown fibres, to qualify as originating textile goods. While the FTA permitted a limited amount of third country inputs and the importation of cotton fibres, the NAFTA requires that textile goods be manufactured from domestic pile to qualify as originating goods (North American Free Trade Agreement, Annex 300-B: 3-B-74,75).

These Rules of Origin make it highly profitable for Canadian, American and Mexican textile producers to purchase inputs locally. After a transition period, textile goods which are produced in accordance with the NAFTA guidelines may be traded freely between the three nations. Although they are more restrictive than the terms of the FTA, new Rules of Origin will not initially harm production prospects for the Canadian textile industry since it primarily relies on synthetic fibres and chemical products which are readily available in the free trade area (Statistics Canada, 1992: 7). Sector-specific Rules of Origin will not endanger the Mexican textile industry for the identical reason. Notably, however, they will stimulate American cotton production. Primary textile firms in the U.S., as well as some Mexican and Canadian primary textiles and textile products firms, will require larger quantities of cotton inputs produced in the free trade area to fulfill the
NAFTA guidelines. Although American cotton producers will benefit from these rules, Canadian and Mexican textile manufacturers will not benefit from sector-specific Rules of Origin nor will they initially suffer from these requirements. However, the NAFTA may prevent Canadian and Mexican textile firms from opting to alter their product lines due to the constraints presented by the Rules of Origin.

In contrast to textiles, sector-specific Rules of Origin for clothing trade in the NAFTA favour the American and Mexican clothing industries over their Canadian counterpart. Rules of Origin for clothing trade establish that an item of clothing must undergo a “triple transformation” in order to be eligible for duty free treatment under the agreement (North American Free Trade Agreement: Dallas Composite, 1992, Article X04.1:10). This three stage transformation requires that clothing be assembled using fabrics derived from yarns or fibres sourced in the free trade area to be considered to originate in North America. As a result of pressure from the United States Apparel and Industry Council (USAIC), a powerful American industrial lobby group, negotiators from the U.S. first proposed this “down to the cotton ball” rule in the Dallas Round NAFTA talks (Hufbauer and Schott, 276). However, the notion of determining the origin of an article of clothing based on materials used to construct its components originates in the Canada-U.S. FTA, where the origin of clothing is judged by a less restrictive “double transformation” requirement. Under the FTA, clothing made from fabrics woven in Canada or the U.S., derived from yarns or fibres produced offshore, is considered to originate in the free trade area (Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement, 1988: 14). Only clothing sewn from fabrics produced offshore is considered non-originating and, hence, ineligible for duty free treatment. Essentially the difference between the FTA and the NAFTA is that the NAFTA goes one step further than the “fabric forward” provision adopted in the FTA by imposing a “yarn forward” Rule of Origin.

With the implementation of the FTA, the Canadian clothing industry suffered gravely from the “fabric forward” Rule of Origin. Although it applied to all clothing
producers in Canada and the U.S., unlike most American firms, most Canadian men's, women's, and children's clothing firms specialize in high quality clothing production relying on inputs available primarily in Europe. Consequently, the FTA classifies Canadian-made clothing derived from foreign fabrics non-originating, making it ineligible for duty free export. The majority of Canadian clothing producers who weathered the FTA have either reshaped production, sacrificing quality, or presently export non-originating clothing to the U.S. using special quotas called tariff rate quotas (TRQs). However, TRQs are by no means a permanent trade remedy for Canadian clothing firms fabricating high quality goods. Rather, they are finite. If the Canadian clothing industry survives the NAFTA, manufacturers will inevitably be forced to compete for space on the TRQs and the federal government may be obligated to devise a system of quota allocation.

Due to the aftermath of the FTA, domestic clothing firms effectively pressured Canadian trade officials to oppose the adoption of a "yarn forward" Rule of Origin in the NAFTA negotiation process (North American Free Trade Agreement: Dallas Composite, Article X04, 3). However, the demands made by Canadian negotiators were largely unsuccessful. Officials in the Canadian clothing industry claim:

The industry had hoped that the NAFTA would provide us with an opportunity to renegotiate the Canada-U.S. agreement which erected unfair trade barriers to Canadian exports to the United States. As it turned out, the two stage or 'double transformation,' Rule of Origin was renegotiated, but in the wrong direction (Canadian Apparel Manufacturers Association, August 14, 1992: 14).

Canadian clothing manufacturers are faced with even stricter Rules of Origin under

---

3 Under the FTA, one group of Canadian manufacturers, based primarily in Quebec, captured a niche in the American market. Since 1988, many men's wool suit manufacturers successfully entered the American market. The volume of Canadian wool suits shipped to the U.S. jumped to almost 400,000 last year from 50,000 in 1988 (Toomey, 1992: B2).

4 Tariff Rate Quotas represent the maximum exports of non-originating goods at agreed preferential tariff rates. They are described more extensively in Section C.

5 In particular, Canadian men's wool suit manufacturers will be forced to compete for limited space on the clothing TRQs. The majority of these companies assemble (cut, dye, sew and finish) clothing in Canada from fabric obtained primarily in Europe.
the NAFTA. Severe instability commenced in the Canadian clothing sector in 1988 with the introduction of the "fabric forward" provision, the new Rules of Origin will merely exacerbate prevailing trends. The "yarn forward" provision will make it far more difficult for many Canadian clothing firms to compete in the North American market since most manufacturers rely on either foreign fabrics, fibres or yarns, or a combination of all three, for production.

B. Tariff Rate Quotas (TRQs)

TRQs were first implemented in the FTA. Designed to offset restrictive Rules of Origin, they established caps on the amount of non-originating clothing and textile goods each country may export to the other country at favourable rates of duty. After TRQs are filled, firms may only ship non-originating goods at high rates of duty. Therefore, they are an adjustment measure. The ultimate aim is to force manufacturers to adapt production to suit Rules of Origin. Under the NAFTA, new and somewhat larger TRQs are created for Canadian, American and Mexican exports of non-originating clothing and textile goods. On first reading, expanded TRQs for non-originating Canadian clothing exports to the U.S. and Mexico appear relatively generous. However, in comparison to TRQs for non-originating Canadian textile exports, as well as in the context of the "yarn forward" Rule of Origin, the expansion of Canadian clothing TRQs is primarily symbolic.

Under the NAFTA, Canadian textile TRQs are both strengthened and increased significantly from FTA levels. For instance, while the FTA did not guarantee the retention of textile TRQs after a certain transition period, the NAFTA makes them permanent (Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement, 1988: 3-15). In regard to their increased size, the textile TRQ devoted to non-originating Canadian fabric and made-up goods destined for the U.S. stands at 65 million SME (Square Metre Equivalents) per year, while the textile TRQ for non-originating Canadian cotton and human made spun yarn destined to the U.S. is 10.7 million kgs per year (North American Free Trade Agreement: 3-B-63, 64). These
TRQs are sizable due to the strong intra-sectoral and inter-sectoral relations between
Canadian and American textile industries. From the perspective of the American textile
industry, the expansion of the Canadian textile TRQs is not threatening for two reasons:
First, much of Canadian-American trade is done between branch plants and parent
facilities. Second, the strength of American cotton producers is not undermined by the
Canadian textile TRQs since only 35 million SME of the annual quota for fabric and
made-up textile goods may be derived from cotton yarns and fibres (North American Free
Trade Agreement: 3-B-64)

In the case of exports to Mexico under the NAFTA, Canadian textile TRQs are set
at 7 million SME for non-originating Canadian fabric and made-up textile goods and
1,000,000 kgs for non-originating cotton and human-made spun yarn (North American Free
Trade Agreement: 3-B-63, 64). Although Canadian textile TRQs devised for exports to
Mexico are adequate currently, since Canada and Mexico are not primary textile trading
partners, these quota levels do not leave room for growth in textile trade between the two
nations. Indirectly, this encourages both Canadian and Mexican textile producers to
maintain strong ties with the American textile industry in lieu of improving their own trade
relations.

Although TRQs for non-originating goods also apply to clothing, the increased
sizes of TRQs for the Canadian clothing industry are deceptive. In the NAFTA, more
Canadian clothing exports fall under both the non-wool and wool clothing TRQs due to the
"yarn forward" Rule of Origin. The TRQ for non-originating Canadian non-wool clothing
destined for the U.S. is doubled from FTA levels to 80 million SME, provided that no
more than 60 million SME consist of fabrics knit or woven outside North America. In
contrast, the TRQ for non-originating Canadian wool clothing destined for the U.S. is
a mere 5,066,948 SME, provided that no more than 5,016,780 SME shall be men's or boys
suits (North America Free Trade Agreement: 3-B-61, 62). This is highly detrimental to the future of Canadian wool clothing manufacturers. Since much of Canadian clothing production involves wool inputs, the parameters of TRQs for non-originating wool clothing restrict export opportunities for Canada. Similarly, the TRQs for non-originating Canadian non-wool and wool clothing destined to Mexico are 6 million SME and 250 thousand SME, respectively. This set of TRQs also reflects a desire, on the part of the U.S. and Mexico, to limit Canada's most successful high quality clothing exports. Clearly, the size of TRQs for Canadian clothing exports destined to the U.S. and Mexico will constrain Canadian exports of non-originating wool clothing under the NAFTA.

C. Tariff Preference Levels (TPLs)

To fully explore the restrictive nature of TRQs applicable to the Canadian clothing industry under the NAFTA, it is essential to examine tariff preference levels (TPLs). TPLs are the mechanism by which TRQs for non-originating goods are increased annually. In the case of quotas for Canadian export of non-originating textile goods, both the TRQs for fabric and made-up textile goods and the TRQs for cotton and human-made fibre and spun yarns will be increased by 2% per year for five years following the implementation of the NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement: 3-B-57). After this transition period, renegotiation of these quotas is to take place. In contrast, the TPL for Canadian wool clothing TRQs is much more restrictive than those applied to the both the TRQs for non-originating textiles and non-originating non-wool clothing. The TRQs for non-originating wool clothing will only be increased by 1% per year for five years after the NAFTA is implemented, while the TRQs for non-originating non-wool clothing will increase by 2% per year over the same transition period (The North American Free Trade Agreement: 3-B-58). The lower TPL for wool clothing only exacerbates the restrictive

---

6The stipulation regarding men's or boys' suits arose from the increasing U.S. market share gained by Canadian men's wool suit manufacturers in the last four years.
nature of TRQs applied to Canadian wool clothing exports in the agreement. In comparison to the TPLs for all non-originating textile goods, which are considerably more generous than quotas for non-originating Canadian clothing exports to begin with, TPLs for Canadian wool clothing TRQs are obviously inadequate.

D. Duty Drawback

One further provision in the NAFTA which applies to both clothing and textile trade is the Duty Drawback clause. The Duty Drawback ensures that manufacturers pay duties only once on non-originating goods. For example, if a clothing firm pays duty to import fabric required in manufacturing or if a textile firm pays to import fibres used to construct a textile good, the Duty Drawback permits the firm to export the final product only paying duty on the value-added in the North American production process. This clause was designed to offset highly restrictive Rules of Origin first implemented in the FTA. From the point of view of clothing and textile exporters in all three nations it represents a minimal, yet important, concession.

In the FTA, the Duty Drawback for textile goods expired at the end of 1993 and the Duty Drawback for clothing is set indefinitely (Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement, 1988: 14, 51). Here, Canadian clothing and textile manufacturers were treated appropriately since clothing manufacturers depend upon foreign fabrics, fibres and yarn for production and textile producers may readily source inputs locally. In the NAFTA, Duty Drawback provisions are harmonized for clothing and textile trade, despite the fact that Rules of Origin for clothing trade have greater consequences than those for trade in textiles. In Article 303, the Duty Drawback is extended to textiles until 1996. After this date, it will be available to textile exporters as long as they do not receive more drawback on their inputs than the amount of duty they pay on the exports in which they are incorporated (North American Free Trade Agreement: 3-2). The extension of the Duty Drawback to textile exporters facilitates adjustment to the NAFTA for Canadian, American and Mexican
producers. Similarly, Canadian, American and Mexican clothing firms view the retention of a Duty Drawback for clothing positively. In retaining this clause, export restraints are eased, to a varying degrees, for clothing manufacturers in all three nations. However, despite the favourable nature of this clause, Canadian textile firms benefit significantly more from an "equally" liberalized Duty Drawback than Canadian clothing firms since Rules of Origin are far less restrictive for tri-lateral textile trade in the NAFTA.

An examination of Rules of Origin, TRQs, TPLs and the Duty Drawback reveals that different implications emerge for clothing and textile trade in the NAFTA despite the similarly structured provisions which apply to each sector. Rules of Origin, which include a "triple transformation" requirement, are highly restrictive for Canadian clothing exporters since this industry's strong point is wool clothing production incorporating high quality inputs from outside North America. In contrast, Rules of Origin for non-originating Canadian textile goods are far less punitive since Canadian textile manufacturers can currently source the majority of their inputs in North America. Although TRQs and TPLs are each designed to mitigate the restrictiveness of the Rules of Origin, they merely exacerbate problems for the Canadian clothing industry. TPLs for non-originating Canadian textile goods and non-originating Canadian non-wool clothing are twice as large as the TPL for non-originating Canadian wool clothing. With the implementation of the NAFTA, the Canadian government will be forced to allocate export quotas to Canadian clothing manufacturers due to the limited size of wool clothing TRQs and their small TPL.

Under the FTA, despite the "double transformation" requirement, a select group of Canadian clothing manufacturers gained access to the American market. Since many of these firms now successfully compete on the American market, historical performance dictates that they must have access to the new clothing TRQ devoted to non-originating wool clothing exports to the U.S. Therefore, the future of this small group of manufacturers is not presently in question. However, surviving small Canadian clothing
firms, who were unable to penetrate the American market under the FTA, will be forced to compete for a share of the remaining wool clothing TRQ.

In regard to the Duty Drawback, while it represents a concession for all North American clothing and textile manufacturers, this provision is not new for Canadian clothing exporters. Rather, it first emerged under the FTA. More importantly, the Duty Drawback by no means offsets restrictive Rules Of Origin, TRQs or TPLs for Canadian clothing manufacturers.

II. Rules Governing Clothing and Textile Trade: Unique Provisions in the NAFTA

Aside from similarly structured provisions applicable to clothing and textile trade, special terms of trade for each sector exist in the NAFTA. There are three sets of provisions which fall into this category. First, there is a special item applicable to textile trade which offsets the Rules of Origin. This item is commonly referred to as the "mixed origin" Rule of Origin and it works to the advantage of the Canadian textile industry. Second, there is a provision applicable to North American clothing trade which is designed to eliminate production problems stemming from fabrics in short supply in North America, yet it is virtually unenforceable. Third, the NAFTA defines wool clothing in an uncustomary manner. This has a direct bearing on the interpretation of Rules of Origin, TRQs and TPLs for Canadian clothing trade. Each set of provisions further exemplifies how the NAFTA will contribute to a deteriorating trade environment for the Canadian clothing industry.

A. Mixed Origin Textiles

In the Canada-U.S. FTA, from the perspective of textile manufacturers in Canada and the U.S., one important issue was left unresolved. This issue involved establishing special Rules of Origin for "mixed origin" textile goods containing minimal proportions of wool. In the NAFTA, however, Canada, the U.S. and Mexico came to a mutual agreement
over the issue. The NAFTA stipulates that textile goods which fall under the non-wool textile TRQs will be treated as follows:

If the domestic yarns predominate by weight, there will be a half (50%) debit to the TRQ instead of a full (100%) debit. If the imported yarns predominate by weight, there will be a full TRQ debit (Barry 1992: 21).

In addition, other textile products containing 7% or less foreign fibres will be eligible for favourable NAFTA rates of duty, disregarding the minimal foreign content (North American Free Trade Agreement: 4-12).

This provision was endorsed by lobby groups for textile manufacturers in Canada and the U.S. (Barry: 21-22). In Canada, the 7% rule will particularly benefit producers of fabric blends used in textile products industries containing high ratios of synthetic fibres and low ratios of foreign fibres such as wool. This rule will make it worthwhile for Canadian textile firms to source inputs in North America, yet it will not penalize them for importing small quantities of fibres unavailable in the free trade area. Numerous Canadian textile products will qualify for this exemption and many American primary textile manufacturers and the Mexican petrochemical and primary textile industries will qualify as well.

A similar provision exempting certain non-originating items of clothing, containing only a minimal percentage of foreign components, is notably absent from the NAFTA text. In other words, if an item of clothing contains less than 7% foreign fabric, fibres or yarns, it remains classified as a non-originating good. This intensifies the restrictiveness of Rules of Origin for clothing trade, especially in the Canadian case since many manufacturers require some foreign components. The presence of a provision for "mixed origin" textile goods illustrates that the three nations are capable of reaching a consensus regarding limiting trade barriers for textile trade, one which produces similar outcomes for all three nations. However, in the sphere of clothing trade, negotiators chose not to adopt similar measures.
B. Fabrics In Short Supply

One feature of the NAFTA designed to quell the fears of clothing manufacturers in Canada and Mexico is the fabrics in short supply provision. On first glance, the mechanism for fabrics in short supply appears to be conciliatory in nature. However, four years after the implementation of the FTA, this provision has proven to be relatively weak. The NAFTA states:

> On the request of any Party, the Parties shall consult to consider whether particular goods should be made subject to different Rules of Origin to address issues of availability of supply of fibres, yarns or fabrics within the free trade area (North American Free Trade Agreement: 3-B-7,8).

This provision indicates that Rules of Origin may be adjusted if materials required for production are temporarily or permanently unavailable in the free trade area. However, although any country may initiate the short supply process to establish whether a fabric is unavailable, all three countries must agree that there is a "serious" shortage for appropriate actions to be taken. Judging by the experiences of Canadian and American clothing manufacturers under the FTA, it is likely that the U.S. Commerce Department will be the true arbiter of fabrics in short supply:

> At a June 29 closed-door meeting retailers, importers and apparel manufacturers presented a list of 117 fabrics in short supply in North America. U.S. textile manufacturers responded insisting that only eight fabrics are in short supply. Ron Sorini, the chief U.S. textile negotiator, who was present at the meeting, appears to have accepted the manufacturers' claims. (Bovard, 1992: B3)

Bovard substantiates one concern common to many Canadian clothing manufacturers. Namely, that the U.S. will block Canadians short-supply demands if they are not in the interest of its primary textile producers. Consequently, despite the principles behind adopting a fabrics in short supply provision in the NAFTA, it is primarily symbolic in nature. There is no guarantee that the production requirements of Canadian clothing manufacturers, who use fibres that are either not manufactured or are frequently unavailable in the free trade area, will be addressed by this provision.
C. The Changing Definition of Wool Clothing under the NAFTA

Another term of the NAFTA which is unique to clothing trade is the new definition of what constitutes a wool apparel good. The definition appears in section ten of the chapter devoted to clothing and textile goods yet it is applicable to all provisions which refer to "wool apparel." Initiated by the U.S. in the Dallas Round negotiations, the NAFTA defines wool clothing as "woven apparel in chief weight man-made fibre containing 36 percent or more by weight of wool" and "knitted or crocheted apparel in chief weight of man-made fibres containing 23 percent or more by weight of wool" (North American Free Trade Agreement: 3-B-11). Conventionally, weight is the primary characteristic used to define the "essential character" of an item of clothing. Hence, an article of clothing is traditionally classified as wool, for the purpose of export, if wool predominates by weight. In essence, the NAFTA definition of wool clothing shifts the emphasis towards chief value as opposed to chief weight. The official American rationale behind proposing this change in the Dallas Round was that since wool is a costly fibre, clothing containing a sizable amount of wool should be classified wool.

In the Dallas Round, Canada forcefully objected to the redefinition of wool clothing in the NAFTA. It lobbied to define wool clothing by its "essential character", which means the origin of an article of clothing is judged by its outer shell. However, Canadian pleas were unsuccessful (North American Free Trade Agreement: Dallas Composite, Article X04: 3). The implications for changing this definition are extraordinarily far-reaching in the Canadian case. Most importantly, the new definition of wool clothing will drastically increase the number of items of clothing falling under the highly restrictive wool clothing TRQ. This will also exacerbate the consequences of the

7 The criteria "essential character" originates in the International Convention on the Simplification and Harmonization of Customs Procedures. Most members of the European Community and many industrialized nations subscribe to the Rules of Origin set out in this convention. However, the U.S. takes exception to the convention since it differs with the notion of "essential character."
"triple transformation" requirement present in the Rules of Origin. The only way around the definition is for Canadian manufacturers to decrease wool content in the clothing they produce. However, this would entail sacrificing quality and losing their internationally competitive edge. For example, for Canadian men's wool suit manufacturers, who are among the most successful Canadian clothing manufacturers in the country, this definition of wool clothing is devastating.

Aside from similar rules applicable to both clothing and textile trade in the agreement, a clause exempting "mixed origin" textile goods from TRQs, a fabrics in short supply provision and a new definition of wool apparel exist in the NAFTA. Although Canadian textile manufacturers face restrictive TRQs under the NAFTA, the special exemption for "mixed origin" textiles makes the NAFTA more palatable to Canadian textile producers than the FTA. Conversely, in comparison to the conciliatory special provisions applied to textile manufacturers in the NAFTA, terms unique to clothing trade are extremely harsh for the Canadian clothing industry. First, the fabrics in short supply provision is merely a token gesture. In reality, Canadian clothing firms rely on TRQs for clothing manufactured from fabrics unavailable in the region. Second, since the new definition of wool clothing forces more non-originating Canadian clothing to be exported using the wool TRQ, it will curb high quality clothing production in Canada.

III. The Implicit Extension of the Special Regime

Another feature of the NAFTA which undermines the competitive edge of the Canadian clothing industry is the implicit extension of a special clothing trade arrangement between the U.S. and Mexico. Appendix 2.4 of the clothing and textiles chapter contains a section solely devoted to clothing trade between the U.S. and Mexico. Reminiscent of the historic "Special Regime" between the two countries, this section threatens the Canadian clothing industry since it could produce a glut of inexpensive clothing on the Canadian market. As described in chapter three, the Special Regime was a four-year agreement first
instituted on February 13, 1988. It allocated new quotas for articles of clothing assembled in Mexico from U.S. cut fabric, primarily derived from American fibres. Under this bilateral arrangement, the U.S. eliminated quotas on fifty-two tariff items required for clothing production in Mexico and expanded quotas by an average of twenty-five percent on all remaining items (Hufbauer and Schott, 272). This agreement reinforced American-driven clothing production in Maquiladora EPZs, particularly those along the U.S.-Mexican border.

Prior to the emergence of the NAFTA, when both the Special Regime and the FTA co-existed, Canadian clothing manufacturers sufficiently resisted market pressures prompted by improved U.S.-Mexican trade relations. Upon its inception, the FTA prevented the Special Regime from directly threatening the Canadian clothing industry. It indicated that, “a shirt sewn in Mexico from cloth both cut in the U.S. and woven in the U.S. from U.S. fibres would qualify for favourable duty treatment upon importation into the United States, but would not qualify for area treatment upon importation to Canada” (Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement 15). When the NAFTA enters into force, the Special Regime will officially expire (North American Free Trade Agreement 3-B-39).

Hence, the clause in the FTA, which prevents the duty free entry of items of clothing prepared under the Special Regime into Canada, will no longer prevail. Under normal circumstances, the preservation of this type of clause would be unnecessary. However, the NAFTA reinstates various terms whose spirit is derived from the Special Regime. Although the NAFTA indicates that the Special Regime shall terminate on the date it comes into force, Appendix 2.4 preserves this unique U.S.-Mexican clothing trading relationship by stating:

On January 1, 1994, the United States shall eliminate customs duties on textile and apparel goods that are assembled in Mexico from fabrics wholly formed and cut in the United States and exported from and re-imported into the United States under:

(a) U.S. tariff item 9802.00.80.10; or
(b) Chapter 61, 62 or 63 if, after such assembly, those goods that would have qualified for treatment under 9802 00 80 10 have been subject to bleaching, garment dyeing, stone-washing, acid washing or pressing.

Thereafter, the United States shall not adopt or maintain any customs duty on textile and apparel goods of Mexico that satisfy the requirements of subparagraph (a) or (b) or the requirements of any successor provision to the U.S. tariff item 9802 00 80 10 (North American Free Trade Agreement 3-B-35).

This authorizes the U.S. and Mexico to continue to carry out cross-border production under the NAFTA yet Canada must now provide duty free access for goods produced through these means. The NAFTA officially terminates the Special Regime, yet it enhances provisions originating in this document to the disadvantage of Canadian clothing manufacturers.

IV. Outcomes of the NAFTA

Concrete provisions in the NAFTA text provide theoretical insights into the influence exercised by powerful corporate actors and industrial coalitions in the creation of regional trade agreements. For the purpose of this endeavour, on a practical level, they also help gauge the extent to which the NAFTA will curtail future growth in the Canadian clothing industry and hinder employment prospects for women workers engaged in clothing manufacturing. This section examines these issues.

A. The Role of Intra-Sectoral and Inter-Sectoral Relationships in Theory and Practice

Chapter three examined intra-sectoral and inter-sectoral relationships within and between Canadian, American and Mexican clothing and textile industries. It established that the American textile industry shares numerous interests with both its Canadian and Mexican counterparts, the domestic American clothing industry, and the export-oriented Mexican clothing industry. In contrast, Canadian and American clothing manufacturers are highly competitive with one another and Canadian clothing and textile manufacturers often
conflict over important public policy issues. To complicate matters, strong ties do not exist between Canadian and Mexican textile manufacturers.

Four theoretical variables, which underlie these industrial relationships, affect the outcomes of the NAFTA chapter devoted to North American clothing and textile trade. First, negotiating trade agreements is not simply a matter of lowering all tariff and non-tariff barriers in a blanket fashion. Rather, it involves creating a new set of trade rules which may result in increased or decreased barriers to trade, depending upon the sector in question. Second, governments do not negotiate trade agreements in a political and economic vacuum. They are highly sensitive to corporate and, to a lesser degree, labour interests and often rely on such actors for performance and production-related information. Third, industrial relationships have a large impact on the outcome of trade negotiations. Generally, industries with strong intra-sectoral and inter-sectoral alliances tend to gain from trade agreements. Conversely, industries with limited intra-sectoral and inter-sectoral ties often suffer under the same initiative. Fourth, and finally, TNCs profit significantly from trade agreements since their performance is enhanced by conditions designed to improve international trade. Large firms also have an advantage over smaller firms since they benefit from fragmented production and the centralization of corporate decision-making evolving from trade initiatives.

Given these factors, concrete provisions adopted in the NAFTA text are not surprising. In comparing similar rules governing clothing and textile trade in this tri-lateral agreement, stricter Rules of Origin exist for clothing trade than for textile trade. In part, this may be attributed to the strong ties between American clothing and textile producers and complementary interests among textile manufacturers in Canada and the U.S. Also, common Canadian-American and Mexican-American interests indisputably influence the

---

9David Ranney also substantiates this claim. In a recent study, entitled "NAFTA and the New Transnational Corporate Agenda", he finds that, "rules of origin have been devised that tend to favour TNCs at the expense of economic actors who are anchored in a specific location such as labour, small business and resource-based producers" (Ranney, 1993, 9).
extension of the Duty Drawback for textile exporters. Enhanced Duty Drawback provisions will facilitate improved intra-firm trade, a priority for large transnational textile manufacturers in all three countries. In regard to TRQs and TPLs set out in the NAFTA, the strict quotas applied to Canadian clothing exports destined for the U.S. reflect both historic competition between the two nations' clothing industries and strong ties between powerful American textile producers and domestic clothing manufacturers. Similarly, the redefinition of wool clothing and the absence of an exemption for "mixed origin" clothing also arise out of this set of relationships. However, the redefinition of wool clothing is an especially discriminatory provision since it is unprecedented in other international trade agreements and produces such divergent outcomes for Canada, the U.S. and Mexico. Canadian clothing manufacturers who require wool inputs, which are not readily available in North America, are primarily targeted by this definition. The isolated position of the Canadian clothing industry, emanating from these complex intra-sectoral and inter-sectoral ties, permitted these discriminatory rules to evolve in the NAFTA text. Clearly these industrial relationships structure the negative outcomes of the agreement text for Canadian clothing manufacturers.

B. Key Implications of the NAFTA Text for Women Clothing Workers in Canada

In light of current labour force trends in the Canadian clothing sector, new Rules of Origin, the Duty Drawback, TRQs and TPLs pose three general implications for women workers. First, the NAFTA provisions will contribute to worsening conditions of work in the industry. Second, and of great consequence to women workers, they will prompt internal structural changes in the clothing industry which may induce growth in industrial homework in Canada. Third, in regions where clothing employment is most concentrated, women workers in the industry will be most devastated. Important insights into the future of women's work in the declining Canadian clothing industry may be gained in exploring these potential repercussions.
To begin with, although the preservation of the Duty Drawback is integral to the survival of this industry, the inclusion of this clause alone will not improve prospects for growth in the Canadian clothing sector. Between 1988 and 1992, almost thirty-thousand jobs were lost in this industry despite the implementation of this "conciliatory" provision in the Canada-U.S. FTA (Tables 1 c,d). The industry declined over this period due to a variety of terms in the agreement including both restrictive TRQs and rigid Rules of Origin. Given stricter Rules of Origin, a new definition of wool clothing and highly constrained increases in clothing TRQs, the Duty Drawback will continue to have a relatively minor positive impact on Canadian clothing production and export under the NAFTA.

In contrast to the neutral impact of the Duty Drawback, the establishment of different TRQ levels for non-wool and wool Canadian clothing exports adversely affected the Canadian clothing industry after the FTA first came into force. In this period, employment declined drastically in women's and children's clothing subsectors, while employment in "other" clothing industries began to represent a larger proportion of total employment in the Canadian clothing industry. This occurred for two interconnected reasons unrelated to consumer demand. First, as a consequence of the decline of women's and children's clothing subsectors, "other" clothing industries produced a larger proportion of Canadian clothing shipments and employed a larger percentage of clothing workers after the FTA. Second, most goods produced by "other" clothing industries may be manufactured without significant wool content. Hence, the "fabric forward" Rule of Origin induced few stumbling blocks for this clothing subsector. The men's clothing industry was the only clothing subsector which was effectively safeguarded by the FTA due to the special exemptions for imported fabrics in the agreement. A select group of men's suit manufacturers took advantage of the "fabric forward" Rule of Origin in the FTA by creating a niche in the American market. The Canadian men's wool suit industry obtained improved access to the U.S. market over the last five years by exporting high
quality, high value-added goods using the wool clothing TRQ. With the introduction of the NAFTA, the "yarn forward" Rule of Origin will prevent men's wool suit manufacturers from maintaining this niche. They, too, will be forced to either sacrifice quality production or compete for space on the new wool clothing TRQ. Under the NAFTA, women's, children's and men's clothing industries will be damaged by the TRQs due to new Rules of Origin, while "other" clothing industries will continue to benefit proportionately from the internal restructuring. Hence, if any employment opportunities arise for women in the clothing industry, they will emanate from "other" clothing subsectors. This is not to say that the NAFTA will promote real growth in employment or production in "other" clothing industries, but to indicate that industry-wide trends may modify the proportion of production and clothing employment in these industries relative to men's women's and children's clothing subsectors.

From a regional vantage point, women workers in Quebec will be most devastated by the NAFTA since women's and children's clothing production is highly concentrated in this province. Furthermore, the majority of successful men's wool suit manufacturers who created a niche in the American market under the FTA, which enabled them to experience moderate growth between 1988 and 1992, operate out of this province. With the new definition of wool clothing, women's jobs in the men's suit industry are under threat. The decline of female employment in the Quebec clothing industry accounted for over 80% of the total decline in female clothing employment in Canada between 1988 and 1992 (See Appendix 1, Tables 6 a,b). As a result of Rules of Origin restricting wool clothing exports under the NAFTA, the decline in female employment in Quebec's clothing industry will likely represent an even higher proportion of total female employment decline in this national industry.

A textual analysis of the chapter devoted to clothing and textile trade illustrates that the NAFTA neglects to promote "freer" trade in North America. In the Canadian case, protectionist terms negotiated for clothing trade in the NAFTA text work to the detriment of
clothing manufacturers and the women workers who predominate in this important domestic industry. Given the relations outlined in the previous chapter, these outcomes are not surprising. Specific implications of the NAFTA demonstrate how the complex industrial relations, which characterize clothing and textile trade between Canada, the U.S. and Mexico, influenced the negotiation process. Complementary relations between Canadian and American textile manufacturers, consisting of numerous large American-based TNCs with branch plants in Canada, will facilitate transition to North American free trade in this sector. In contrast, divisiveness between Canadian clothing and textile manufacturers and the competitive nature of clothing production in North America result in a highly protectionist arrangement for clothing trade in the NAFTA. Moreover, strengthening ties between the U.S. and Mexico, through the implicit extension of the Special Regime, exacerbate consequences for the Canadian clothing industry.

The repercussions for women clothing workers in Canada will be especially severe with the introduction of the NAFTA. In Quebec, where most successful Canadian clothing firms operate, the "yarn forward" Rule of Origin and the new definition of wool clothing will devastate the men's clothing sector. Women workers in women's and children's clothing industries, in Quebec and elsewhere, will also suffer from terms arrived at in the NAFTA. These clothing industries drastically declined after the implementation of the FTA. With the NAFTA, their very survival is in question since they too rely on high quality wool inputs traditionally imported from Europe. As the site of discriminatory rules governing tri-lateral clothing trade, the NAFTA text serves the interests of transnational firms and investors in lieu of small-scale Canadian clothing firms and the women who account for the majority of clothing workers in the country.
Chapter 5.

Conclusion
I began this study by asserting that the NAFTA is not truly a “free” trade agreement. In defense of this claim, I argued that while this tri-lateral initiative augments trade liberalization in certain sectors, in others, it enacts terms which have discriminatory effects. Rather than removing all tariff and non-tariff barriers in a blanket fashion, the NAFTA creates new rules governing North American trade. Using the FTA as a point of departure, this study aimed to demonstrate that the NAFTA will compound present instability in the Canadian clothing industry, endangering its status as a primary manufacturing employer of women in Canada.

Frequently viewed as a “sunset” industry, the Canadian clothing industry was perceived to be in decline as early as the late sixties when it began to face formidable international competition. Until very recently, however, this characterization was quite inaccurate, the clothing industry was relatively stable prior to the adoption of the FTA. Admittedly, in its history, this trade-sensitive industry endured both brief downturns and prolonged upswings yet the magnitude of employment decline under the FTA was unprecedented. In ensuing years, instability is liable to intensify in this industry due to the character of sectoral relations in the free trade area and the terms of the NAFTA. From the perspective of the Canadian clothing industry, relations between North American clothing and textile industries are highly disadvantageous. Primarily composed of small independent firms, with minimal ties to either clothing or textile TNCs and limited shared interests with the domestic textile sector, the Canadian clothing industry has few ties to related industries. Conversely, the American clothing industry, which consists of both TNCs and small independent firms, enjoys favourable relations with the domestic textile subsector. As well, the Mexican and American clothing industries are highly interdependent. This set of intra-sectoral and inter-sectoral relations isolates the Canadian clothing industry.
In the NAFTA negotiation process, the isolated position of the Canadian clothing industry had severe consequences for this sector since the final agreement entrenches highly restrictive TRQs and TPLs and inequitable Rules of Origin for clothing trade. A comparison of terms applicable to North American clothing and textile trade confirms this assertion, it also highlights two issues which are central to the tenor of my argument. First, the NAFTA does not create a "neutral" framework whereby North American trade liberalization may take place. Rather, it alters trade rules substantially, yielding divergent effects for the industries under study. In a given sector, treating every industry the same is no guaranty of identical outcomes. In the case of clothing and textile trade, select industries reap substantive gains from the NAFTA while others, such as the Canadian clothing industry, suffer serious losses. Second, outcomes of the NAFTA are not coincidental. Discriminatory effects which arise for the Canadian clothing industry are a reflection of sectoral relationships in the region. Large industries with a network of sectoral ties have considerable power in influencing the creation of new trade rules.

Conversely, industries like the Canadian clothing sector, where small independent firms predominate, have limited resources to ensure that trade provisions are responsive to their interests. Hence, it is valid to view the NAFTA, or at least the chapter devoted to clothing and textiles, as an agreement that sets out rules favouring large industries with solid sectoral ties, where TNCs wield considerable power, as opposed to industries where these traits are absent.

The preceding findings are highly relevant to the changing conditions of work for women in Canada. As a primary manufacturing employer of women, the fate of the clothing industry is intricately connected to employment prospects for women in Canadian manufacturing. After the FTA, women's employment in manufacturing declined by 14.7% while it dropped by 22.8% in clothing manufacturing (Statistics Canada, Unpublished Data, Ref. MR92010, K93022). In this period, the clothing industry faded from the largest to second largest manufacturing employer of women in the country. As well, conditions
of work relating to the average size of clothing firms, wage rates, informalization, the ratio of part-time to full-time workers in the industry and rates of unionization, worsened. Employment prospects are especially grim for two groups of women workers. In Quebec\(^1\), where the industry is concentrated, women clothing workers endured an extraordinary degree of employment decline between 1988 and 1992. Women clothing workers aged fifteen to twenty-four are also suffering.\(^2\) Both these developments exhibit the accelerated rate of declining female employment in this industry. In particular, trends for women aged fifteen to twenty-four in the industry are adversely influencing the status of young women's employment in Canadian manufacturing.\(^3\) Undoubtedly, the NAFTA will perpetuate unfavourable employment prospects for women workers in the Canadian clothing sector.

**Areas For Future Research**

This study dealt with industrial relationships and concrete terms of the NAFTA which will contribute to continued instability in the Canadian clothing sector. Its findings suggest that the imminent decline of this industry threatens the future of women's work in Canadian manufacturing. Nevertheless, to fully establish how the NAFTA will affect women clothing workers, further research is required. Thus, I would like to conclude by outlining one possible direction that this research might take.

Prior to the implementation of the FTA and the NAFTA, several scholars argued that one consequence of trade liberalization would be the loss of a group of low wage, labour-intensive Canadian industries, many of which employ a high percentage of women. The premise underlying this prediction was that jobs in these industries would be replaced by better, higher quality jobs under free trade (Lipsey and Smith, 1987:

\(^1\)Between 1988 and 1992, over 80% of female employment decline in the clothing industry took place in Quebec (Statistics Canada, Unpublished Data, Ref. K93022).

\(^2\)In 1992, women in this age category merely accounted for 11.1% of women workers in the clothing industry (Statistics Canada, Unpublished Data, Refs. MR92010, K93022).

\(^3\)Women aged fifteen to twenty-four only accounted for 11.5% of women workers in All Manufacturing in 1992, while they represented 17.1% of women workers in All Manufacturing in 1988 (Statistics Canada, Unpublished Data, Ref. MR92010, K93022).
110-111; MacMillan: 18; Royal Commission on the Economic Union and
Development Prospects for Canada: 345). However, this argument is highly contentious.
Quite conceivably, the repercussions of free trade will be more complex. One likely
counter-argument is that Canadian women will not merely lose jobs in “sunset” industries
under North American free trade. Instead, with the introduction of the NAFTA, conditions
of work in these industries will worsen as a result of economic harmonization. In lieu of
simply transferring production to Mexico, Canadian-owned companies and TNCs with
facilities in Canada, may first attempt to harmonize their wages and labour standards with
firms throughout the free trade area.

A comprehensive study of Canadian women’s rate of entry into the informal
economy would likely give credence to this counter-argument. Hence, an inquiry of this
sort represents a suitable course for further research. Presently, feminist scholars in
Canada are voicing concern about women’s declining rates of participation in full-time
work and rising rates of participation in part-time work (See for example Armstrong,
1993; Cohen, 1993). In 1992, there was an increase of 69,000 part-time jobs for women
across all sectors yet, over the same period, fully 125,000 fewer full-time jobs were
available to women (Armstrong, 1993: 1). It is far more difficult to establish the degree
to which women are engaging in “flexible” forms of work and the range of tasks women
perform in the informal economy due to the unstable nature of these modes of work.
However, in clothing manufacturing, for example, firms are downsizing, rates of
unionization are dropping and producers now publicly acknowledge that they routinely
engage homeworkers (ILGWU, 1991: 7; Galt, 1992: A8). These developments certainly
have an affect on the character and stability of employment in this industry.

The notion of harmonization featured prominently throughout this study. In chapter one, I defined
harmonization as a process whereby countries adopt similar or identical public policies and national
standards with the aim of creating economic conformity.

Women now constitute over 70% of part-time workers in Canada (Armstrong, 1993: 1).
One feature of the NAFTA which may promote further restructuring and informalization in the Canadian clothing industry is the accession clause. Article 2205 of the agreement allows any country to join the NAFTA, subject to its terms, so long as all three parties approve. There is no provision in this clause which excludes prospective countries on the basis of geographical location. Thus, the NAFTA is not limited to the Americas. However, it is probable that Latin American and Caribbean Basin countries will be among the first nations to join the NAFTA due to the prevalence of export processing in these regions.

Indicative of the open nature of the accession clause is the absence of an extensive set of rules outlining labour standards for countries seeking to join the NAFTA. By neglecting to oblige nations to conform with basic workplace regulations and minimum wage levels, this clause effectively makes labour standards in the free trade area bottomless. A comparison of hourly wage rates in formal clothing production in South and Central America versus Canada, the U.S. and Mexico supports this assertion.\(^6\) In 1992, Canadian clothing workers earned an average wage of $9.01 per hour, American clothing workers earned an average wage of $9.79 per hour and Mexican workers earned an average wage of $0.72 per hour (The National Labour Committee, 1993: 38; ILGWU, 1993: 3). South of Mexico, average wage rates for Salvadorian, Honduran, Nicaraguan and Guatemalan clothing workers were $0.64 per hour, $0.56 per hour, $0.46 and $0.32 per hour, respectively (The National Labour Committee, 1993: 39-41).\(^7\)

Although clothing workers in Mexico currently earn the lowest average hourly wage in the free trade area, this may be temporary if countries with lower average hourly wages join the NAFTA. The accession clause could also pose obstacles to improving labour standards in clothing production in Latin America and the Caribbean Basin or, in the Canadian case, to maintaining existing labour standards. In addition, it may contribute to

\(^6\)The following hourly wage rates were calculated in Canadian funds based on current exchange rates.

\(^7\)For information regarding competitive wage rates in Latin America and the Caribbean Basin see Appendix 2.
creating an economic environment conducive to more "flexible" and precarious forms of work for women in the clothing industry as well as other sectors of the Canadian economy. Since there is evidence that the informal economy is growing in Canada and since there are no provisions in the NAFTA to protect labour standards in a given country, Canadian employers have ample room to lower standards to achieve economic harmonization. This would have a devastating effect on women working in the Canadian clothing industry.
Appendix 1.

Tables 1-8 (Census and Labour Force Data)
### Table 1a: Employment Distribution: Major Manufacturing Groups
#### 1980
(in Thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Females as % of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Industries</td>
<td>10,708.0</td>
<td>6,459.0</td>
<td>4,249.0</td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Manufacturing</td>
<td>2,110.6</td>
<td>1,542.7</td>
<td>567.9</td>
<td>26.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and Beverage</td>
<td>261.6</td>
<td>184.1</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>40.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>118.9</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>77.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing and Publishing</td>
<td>136.1</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>38.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Statistics Canada, Unpublished Data, Reference K93022

"Historical Labour Statistics. Catalogue 71-201/81"
Table 1b: Employment Distribution: Major Manufacturing Groups, 1984
(in Thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Females as % of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Industries</td>
<td>10,931.8</td>
<td>6,307.5</td>
<td>4,624.3</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Manufacturing</td>
<td>1,953.7</td>
<td>1,402.8</td>
<td>550.9</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and Beverage</td>
<td>244.5</td>
<td>169.3</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>41.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>133.8</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>101.2</td>
<td>75.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing and Publishing</td>
<td>148.2</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>38.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Statistics Canada, Unpublished Data, Reference MR92010,
Table 1c: Employment Distribution: Major Manufacturing Groups, 1988 (in Thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Females as % of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Industries</td>
<td>12,244.5</td>
<td>6,876.3</td>
<td>5,368.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Manufacturing</td>
<td>2,104.0</td>
<td>1,503.7</td>
<td>600.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and Beverage</td>
<td>254.2</td>
<td>168.7</td>
<td>86.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>124.9</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>93.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing and Publishing</td>
<td>166.7</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>72.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Statistics Canada, Unpublished Data, Reference MR92010
Table 1d: Employment Distribution: Major Manufacturing Groups 1992
(in Thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Males</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Females as % of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Industries</td>
<td>12,240.0</td>
<td>6,672.0</td>
<td>5,568.0</td>
<td>45.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Manufacturing</td>
<td>1,778.0</td>
<td>1,276.2</td>
<td>511.9</td>
<td>28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and Beverage</td>
<td>234.9</td>
<td>153.0</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>34.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>40.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>75.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing and Publishing</td>
<td>159.3</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Statistics Canada, Unpublished Data, Reference K33022
Table 2a: Average Hourly Wages in Major Manufacturing Groups, Canada ($/hour)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Manufacturing</td>
<td>8.19</td>
<td>11.23</td>
<td>12.86</td>
<td>15.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>10.13</td>
<td>11.52</td>
<td>12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverage</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>13.22</td>
<td>15.06</td>
<td>18.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Textiles</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>9.13</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>13.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile Products</td>
<td>6.44</td>
<td>8.19</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>10.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>7.02</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td>9.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing and Publishing</td>
<td>8.98</td>
<td>10.53</td>
<td>12.49</td>
<td>15.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: In 1980, the Food and Beverage Industries were grouped together and the average wage was $7.65. Also, in 1980, the category Knitting Mills existed in lieu of Primary Textiles. Hence, figures for these industries have been omitted.
Table 2b: Average Hourly Wages in Major Manufacturing Groups As % of Average Hourly Wages in All Manufacturing, Canada

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Manufacturing</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverage</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>117.7</td>
<td>117.1</td>
<td>117.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Textiles</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile Products</td>
<td>78.6</td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>69.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>58.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printing and Publishing</td>
<td>109.6</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>101.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Female Employment in Major Manufacturing Groups, by Age (in Thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15-24</td>
<td>25+</td>
<td>15-24</td>
<td>25+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food and Beverage</strong></td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>59.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Textiles</strong></td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clothing</strong></td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>79.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Printing and Pub.</strong></td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Statistics Canada, Unpublished Data, Reference MP92010, K93022
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Female as % of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>All Clothing Sectors</strong></td>
<td>130,020</td>
<td>29,705</td>
<td>100,315</td>
<td>72.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Men's Clothing</strong></td>
<td>48,935</td>
<td>12,015</td>
<td>36,920</td>
<td>75.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Women's Clothing</strong></td>
<td>49,645</td>
<td>9,415</td>
<td>40,230</td>
<td>81.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Other <strong>incl. Children's</strong></td>
<td>31,440</td>
<td>8,275</td>
<td>23,165</td>
<td>73.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistics Canada 92-923
Table 4b: Employment Distribution in Clothing Industry, 1986 (Census Data)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Female as % of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Clothing Sectors</td>
<td>136,495</td>
<td>31,930</td>
<td>105,505</td>
<td>76.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men's Clothing</td>
<td>35,875</td>
<td>8,645</td>
<td>27,230</td>
<td>75.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Clothing</td>
<td>41,505</td>
<td>8,275</td>
<td>33,230</td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children's Clothing</td>
<td>8,095</td>
<td>1,585</td>
<td>6,510</td>
<td>80.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>51,020</td>
<td>13,485</td>
<td>37,535</td>
<td>73.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Statistics Canada, 33-113
### Table 4c:
Employment Distribution in Clothing Industry, 1991 (Census Data)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Female as % Of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Clothing Sectors</td>
<td>117,260</td>
<td>29,425</td>
<td>87,840</td>
<td>74.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men’s Clothing</td>
<td>33,145</td>
<td>8,080</td>
<td>25,065</td>
<td>75.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women’s Clothing</td>
<td>34,730</td>
<td>7,705</td>
<td>27,020</td>
<td>77.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children’s Clothing</td>
<td>6,405</td>
<td>1,445</td>
<td>4,960</td>
<td>77.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>42,375</td>
<td>12,185</td>
<td>30,790</td>
<td>71.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Statistics Canada, 93-326
Table 5: Full-Time vs Part-Time Female Employment in the Clothing Industry (in Thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1984</th>
<th>1988</th>
<th>1992</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Employees</td>
<td>101.2</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>72.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-Time</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>67.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-Time</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Statistics Canada, Unpublished Data, MR92010 and JN93010
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Man. Employees</td>
<td>567,300</td>
<td>550,900</td>
<td>600,300</td>
<td>511,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td></td>
<td>-17,000</td>
<td>+49,00</td>
<td>-88,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Change</td>
<td></td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>+9.0</td>
<td>-14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing, All Ages</td>
<td>92,600</td>
<td>101,200</td>
<td>93,400</td>
<td>72,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td></td>
<td>+8,600</td>
<td>-7,800</td>
<td>-21,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Change</td>
<td></td>
<td>+9.3</td>
<td>-7.7</td>
<td>-22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing As % Of All Man.</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Statistics Canada, Unpublished Data, MR92010 and K93022
Table 6b: Decline of Female Employment in Clothing vs. All Manufacturing, Quebec:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Man. Employees</td>
<td>174,300</td>
<td>179,500</td>
<td>156,100</td>
<td>511,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>-16,600</td>
<td>+21,800</td>
<td>-23,400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Change</td>
<td>-9.5</td>
<td>+13.8</td>
<td>-13.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing, All Ages</td>
<td>56,500</td>
<td>61,5000</td>
<td>61,300</td>
<td>44,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>+5,000</td>
<td>-200</td>
<td>-17,100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Change</td>
<td>+8.8</td>
<td>-.33</td>
<td>-27.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing As % Of All Man.</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Statistics Canada, Unpublished Data MF92010, K93022, JN93010
Table 6c: Decline of Female Employment in Clothing vs. All Manufacturing, Ontario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Manufacturing, All Ages</td>
<td>286,200</td>
<td>293,500</td>
<td>302,700</td>
<td>248,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differences</td>
<td>+7,300</td>
<td>+9,200</td>
<td>-54,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Change</td>
<td>+2.6</td>
<td>+3.1</td>
<td>-17.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing, All Ages</td>
<td>24,000</td>
<td>28,700</td>
<td>18,600</td>
<td>17,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differences</td>
<td>+4,700</td>
<td>-10,000</td>
<td>-1,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>+19.6</td>
<td>-35.2</td>
<td>-8.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing as % of All Manufacturing</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Statistics Canada, Unpublished Data K93022, MR32010, JN93010
Table 7a:
Female Employment in All Clothing Sectors, Canada

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Female Employment</td>
<td>100,315</td>
<td>104,505</td>
<td>87,940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men's Clothing</td>
<td>36,920</td>
<td>27,230</td>
<td>25,065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>28.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Clothing</td>
<td>40,230</td>
<td>33,230</td>
<td>27,020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children's Clothing</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>6,510</td>
<td>4,960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>23,165</td>
<td>37,535</td>
<td>30,790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Other incl. Children's Clothing
Source: Statistics Canada 92-923, 93-113, 93-326
Table 7b:
Male Employment in All Clothing Sectors, Canada

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Male Employment</td>
<td>29,705</td>
<td>31,990</td>
<td>29,425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men's Clothing</td>
<td>12,015</td>
<td>8,645</td>
<td>8,080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Clothing</td>
<td>9,415</td>
<td>8,275</td>
<td>7,705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>26.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children's Clothing</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1,585</td>
<td>1,445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>8,275</td>
<td>13,485</td>
<td>12,185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of Total</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Other incl. Children's Clothing

Source: Statistics Canada 92-923, 93-113, 93-326
### Table 8:
Employment Distribution in Quebec Clothing Industry, 1991
(Census Data)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Female as % of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Clothing Sectors</td>
<td>72,430</td>
<td>18,865</td>
<td>53,565</td>
<td>74.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men's Clothing</td>
<td>18,990</td>
<td>4,760</td>
<td>14,225</td>
<td>74.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Clothing</td>
<td>21,860</td>
<td>5,080</td>
<td>16,775</td>
<td>76.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children's Clothing</td>
<td>3,075</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>3,825</td>
<td>75.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>26,510</td>
<td>7,775</td>
<td>18,735</td>
<td>70.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Statistics Canada, 93-326
Appendix 2.

The NAFTA And The MFA
The Relationship Between The Multifibre Arrangement (MFA) And The NAFTA

Once the NAFTA is fully implemented, like the Special Regime, it will prevail over the MFA in principle. In the NAFTA, Section 1(2) of the chapter devoted to clothing and textile trade dictates that:

in the event of any inconsistency between this Agreement and the Arrangement Regarding Trade in Textiles (Multifibre Arrangement), as amended and extended, including any amendment or extension after January 1994, or any other existing or future agreement applicable to trade in textile or apparel goods, this Agreement shall prevail to the extent of inconsistency unless the parties otherwise agree (North American Free Trade Agreement, Annex 300-B: 3-B-1).

There are two important exceptions to this rule. First, in the case of Bilateral Emergency Actions, the retaliatory actions of a country are restricted if a particular good was originally integrated into the GATT as a result of the commitments undertaken in any successor agreement to the MFA (North American Free Trade Agreement, Annex 300-B, 3-B-2). Second, when the NAFTA chapter devoted to textile and clothing trade is reviewed, which must occur within five years of its entry into force, all three countries must take into account both global competition in clothing and textile trade and, "the implications of any integration into the GATT of textile and apparel goods pursuant to any successor agreement to the Multifibre Arrangement" (North American Free Trade Agreement, Annex 300-B: 3-B-9). This provision will permit Canada, the U.S. and Mexico to assess the outcomes of the NAFTA in an international context relatively soon after the tri-lateral agreement is in place.
Appendix 3.

Glossary
Glossary

Contractors- Clothing firms that employ fewer than thirty workers to cut and assemble clothing.

Duty Drawback- A provision of the NAFTA that ensures that manufacturers merely pay duty once on non-originating goods.

Free Trade Area- An arrangement between two or more nations based on the mutual reduction of all tariff and non-tariff trade barriers. Under this arrangement, external trade barriers remain in the control of individual nations.

Homeworkers- Workers, primarily women, who assemble clothing at piece-rates out of their homes.

Intra-Sectoral Relations- Industrial relations within one sector that may cross borders.

Inter-Sectoral Relations- Industrial relations between two or more sectors that may cross borders.

Jobber- A clothing firm that purchases textiles, and may design clothing, yet contracts-out clothing production to contractors, subcontractors and homeworkers.

Maquiladoras- A region where export-processing takes place. In Mexico, Maquiladoras are often located along the border shared with the U.S.

Multi-Personal Workshop- A term used to describe a type of home-based clothing production in Mexico. Two types of Multi-Personal workshops exist in Mexico. In one, the female head of a household acts as head seamstress and engages young women as apprentices. In the other, the female head of a household acts as a full-time manager and the workshop is generally removed from family life.

National Treatment- Treatment granted to a foreign firm which is no less favourable than that accorded, by a particular province or state, to indigenous firms.

Non-Originating Goods- Goods destined for export in the free trade area that are not considered to wholly originate in North America under the NAFTA. These exports are subject to a range of tariffs depending upon the good in question.

Non-Party- A country that is not a signatory to the NAFTA.

Originating Goods- Goods destined for export in the free trade area that are deemed by the NAFTA to wholly originate in North America.
Other Clothing Industries - A group of Canadian clothing industries producing sweaters, occupational clothing, gloves, hosiery, fur goods and foundation clothing. This descriptive category is derived from the SIC.

Right of Establishment - A right which permits a corporation to operate out of a nation without having to abide by performance requirements.

Rules of Origin - Rules devised in Chapter Four of the NAFTA that establish criteria for determining whether goods destined for export in the free trade area originate in North America.

Tariff Preference Level - A mechanism by which to apply the preferential rates of customs duty to imports of a particular non-originating good up to a specified quantity.

Tariff Rate Quota - A quota which represents the maximum exports of specific non-originating goods at agreed preferential tariff rates.

Uni-Personal Workshop - A term used to describe a type of home-based clothing production in Mexico. In this type of workshop, the female head of the household performs the majority of homework and occasionally receives assistance from other relatives.

Vertical Integration - The degree to which stages of both production and distribution are placed under the control of one enterprise. With the objective of eliminating intermediate producers, firms may either integrate backwards towards sourcing inputs or forwards towards the retail end of the spectrum.

Wool Clothing - The NAFTA defines wool clothing as clothing in chief weight wool, woven clothing in chief weight of human-made fibres containing 36% or more wool, and knitted or crocheted clothing in chief weight of human-made fibres containing 23% or more wool.
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